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A little corner of
the film world
Discussing the 2009 Waterloo Festival of
Animated Film with curator Joseph Chen
JESSICA HOWELL
STAFF WRITER

his weekend, the I0N region will be exposed to an
underappreciated style of
storytelling. On Thursday,
The Waterloo Festival of Animated
Cinema is set to arrive at The Gig
Theatre to help spread an appreciation of animation as an accredited
film style.
According to curator Joseph
Chen, the festival seeks to show that
animation is a way to tell stories; it
is not simply a genre of its own. It
is commonly overlooked because
dominant companies such as Disney, Dreamworks or Pixar take over
and present animation as simply
"child-friendly:·
"Disney has really imprinted on
our popular consciousness that animation is for kids;' said Chen.
The purpose of the Festival for
Animated Cinema is to alter this
notion and bring attention to the
fact that animation can be used to

T

discuss all sorts of topics, not just
those pertaining to children and
families.
The festival is an opportunity for
audiences to view alternate films
than the kinds of animation normally screened in theatres. Chen
explained that an audience has the
ability to relate to animation, not
because it is realistic but because it
is vibrant, alive and full of spirit.
The selection of animated films
in the festival is extremely diverse;
however, they are mostly intern ationa! movies, as the primary criteria are that the films are not easily
accessible.
In fact, these films are downright
near impossible to get your hands
on. As Chen states, "We follow premier festival rules. We don't play
things that are on home video. If it is
easily accessible, we do not play it:'
The festival also aims to focus on
storytelling.
Many films are produced without
a plot because it is assumed that the
animation will attract. Chen further
explains that the narrative of these

unseen films demonstrates the variety
that exists within
the genre.
"That makes us
a little bit distinct
from a lot of other
film festivals in this
region and actually everywhere in the
world - that we are
trying to pursue something at the very top of
the animation world;' he
said.
"We see ourselves as
a little bit of a discovery
festival:'
Chen explains that instead
of showing films that people
read about and then make the
decision to view, at this festival, individuals are able to
watch films that they would
have probably never heard
about unless they were
somehow directly involved
Arts, page 14
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Laurier copes with H1N1
Flu appears contained; indeterminate amount of cases
ALANNA WALLACE
IN DEPTH EDITOR

NICK LACHANCE PHOTOGRAPHY MAN AGER

Illegal activity on campus?
Clarifying the difference between downloading and filesharing.
Feature, page 12.

Wilfrid Laurier University's oncampus clinic at Health Services has
been overloaded with the early onset of influenza season, which, according to the World Health Organization (WHO), has hit the northern hemisphere earlier than it has
historically.
With testing unavailable for those
suffering from mild and moderate
cases ofH1N1, Laurier has been left
with an indeterminate amount of
infected persons.
"Basically you had to be sick
enough to be hospitalized to ensure
that the testing would be done," said
Laurier's Health Services manager
Karen Ostrander.
Dr. Hsiu-Li Wang, the associate
medical director of health for the
Region of Waterloo, explained that

"the guidelines that are set for testing by the provincial experts are recommending that testing be done on
hospitalized patients or those who
are severely ill:'
"Part of that is to ensure that [the
public health lab] can manage the
volume of specimens that are coming in;' elaborated Ostrander.
Ostrander noted that severe cases
ofH1N1 are those that involve hospitalization, usually with the symptom of difficulty breathing. Wang
explains that despite the 53 hospitalized cases in the region, the overwhelming majority of flu cases have
been mild to moderate in nature.
"The predominant strain has been
H1N1, the vast majority of cases, if
not all of flu this year, have been of
the H1N1 strain;' said Wang.
However, Laurier's Health Services has come under question as
students have raised concerns about
being sent home without concrete
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The fairness of fair trade

The Christmas debate

Off the air

Examining what fair trade is and
why we need it in today's global
economy

From shopping malls to Starbucks
it seems that Christmas is already
underway. Is November too soon
to kick off the Christmas season?

Sound FM, the University of
Waterloo's campus radio station,
loses a referendum to reinstate a
student fee to fund the station

Life, page 15
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Africa needs to get off

the couch:'

-Dambisa Moyo, author of Dead Aid:
Why Aid is Not Working and How
There is a Better Way for Mrica

International, page 8

evidence that they are infected with
the H1N1 virus.
For instance, last month Laurier
second-year history student Liz Perkins was misdiagnosed with the flu
when she was suffering from strep
throat.
Perkins expressed her frustration
that Health Services may be jumping to the conclusion that everyone
is suffering from the flu, whether
H1N1 or otherwise, and missing
other potential illnesses.
"They're forgetting that people are
still getting sick with [other] things.
Strep throat is a pretty big thing and
they're just completely forgetting
that you can get sick with that:'
Perkins warns Laurier students
against assuming that they have
H1N1 just because of all the hype in
the media.
"Honestly if [Health Services] just
News, page 4
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This week in quotes
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''

We once got a really

Is having fair trade
coffee important to
Overall, we need to work you?

really awful review....

on everything, we're just

The person dedicated

not doing a very good

the better part of the

job in any area:'

article to slagging us
-Men's volleyball coach Shayne White,
following the loss to Waterloo this weekend.
The team has lostfive straight matches
and hasn't won since their season-opener
against last-place Royal Military College.

even though we were the
opener of three bands:'
-Frontman of WeAre The Take Erik Alcock,
on his band's biggest accomplishment.

"I was so sick my mom wouldn't give me a hug, she was just like 'go to your bed:"
-Laurier student Liz Perkins who was misdiagnosed with H1N1 when she had strep throat.
"We wanted to build a product that would change people's
lives. We had no idea what it would become:·
-Chris Hughes, co:founder ofFacebook, who spoke at UW on
Monday as part of Communitech 's Entrepreneur Week

Fro.m .the archives
5years .
Laurier archaeologist wins cyberlibel case
A prehistoric archaeologist associated with Wilfrid Laurier University was
awarded $125,000 in damages in one of Canada's first "cyberlibel" cases. It
was reported that a Canadian man had circulated a defamatory e-mail about
the archaeologist, including that he was a grave robber.
PrintedNov.17,2004

25years
WLUSU adopts 'peanuts' slogan
"Nuts to underfunding" became the official slogan for the Wilfrid Laurier
University's protest against a lack of funding for post-secondary institutes
in the province. The university held both a rally in the Concourse as well as
a "study-in" which was intended to symbolize the desire students have for
accessible, quality education. Students were asked to donate change for a
small package of peanuts and any money generated from the sales were to
be sent to Bette Stephenson, minister of colleges and universities.
Printed on Nov. 15, 1984

50 years
Engineers defeat arts students in football game
In the annual football game between the faculty of engineering and faculty
of arts, the engineers proved victorious, winning the game by a score of14-1.
The engineers used fakes to baffle their opponents and sneak through with
the ball.
Printed Nov. 20, 1959

CORRECTIONS
In the Nov. 11 article entitled "North American capitalism causes global inequality;• it was stated that the company De Beers -which began the "a diamond is forever campaign" -was American, when in fact it is a South African company. The Cord apologi2es for this error.

Location: University Stadiwn
Reported: Nov. 9@ 11:57 a.m.
Person(s) unknown stole a street
sign from a post in front of University Stadium.

Property damage
Location: University Stadium
Reported: Nov. 9@ 12:18 p.m.
Two male Wilfrid Laurier University
students were confronted about applyingyellow paint on a bus parked
at University Stadium. The matter
will be going before the JAC.

Injured/Sick Person
Location: Athletic Complex
Reported: Nov. 9@ 11:05 p.m.
A female Wilfrid Laurier University student turned her ankle in the
Athletic Complex and was taken to
Grand River Hospital for x-rays.

to the top of his head while playing
basketball in the Athletic Complex.

Property damage
Location: Parking Lot #3A
Reported: Nov. 15@ 7:27a.m.
While on patrol an officer found a
parking meter damaged and pulled
out of the ground in Lot #3A.

Suspicious vehicle
Location: MacDonald House ParkingLot#6
Reported: Nov. 15@ 12:21 p.m.
A concerned parent reported a suspicious white van parked on campus. The person in the vehicle appeared to be taking photos.

Injured/Sick Person

ing these or any other incidents please
calls1g-885-3333 or Crime Stoppers at
1-800-222-TIPS. TheBagO'Crimeis
submitted by WLU Special Constable
Service.

Location: Athletic Complex
Reported: Nov. 10@ 9:28p.m.
A male student had suffered a cut

Read the full version online

thecord.ca

In the Nov. 11 article entitled "Honoring Canadian Soldiers in a new era," it
was stated that the First World War graveyard ofTyne-cot, which is the largest Commonwealth graveyard in the world, is located in France, when in fact
it is located in Belgium. In the first section of the article, Lt. Col. John McCrae's name was misspelled McRae. The Cord apologi2es for these errors.
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"''d feel better about the
price hike if I knew it was
actually benefiting the
people who grow the
coffee."
-Judith Brenton
Second-year religion
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"I try to buy it, but if it's not
available, whatever."
-Jessie Chang
Second-year
communications studies

"We just want to give back to the community:'
- Waterbuffs executive Thomas Gaylor on the $2.2so that the Waterbuffs and
Morty's donated to a Waterloo breakfast programfor underprivileged children.
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75 University Ave W
Waterloo ON NzL 3C5

"The reality is we're all getting closer even though everything's so far away:•
-Administrative assistant at Laurier International Carly Bedini on the importance
ofInternational Week, which is currently being celebrated at Laurier.
"The first annual film festival was held in my living room, so we
are happy to have it grow with the general community:'
-Dharma Centre spiritual co-ordinator Susan Child about the annual
Buddhist Film Festival, which is now in its sixth year..

"They have existed all throughout history. They've been
respected and honoured; it's not like today where people refer
to trans as weird or something they don't know about:'"
-Rainbow Centre executive volunteer co-ordinatorJocelyne Faubert Tetreault about
the difftrent approaches towards transgendered people throughout history.

THE CORD

"It's important that there
are places on campus
where you can get it. "
-Victoria Campbell
Fourth-year
commun ications studies

The Cord hu been a proud member of the
Ontario Press Council since 2006.
Any uns.;;r.ti.sfied compb.ints can be st>nt
to the rounci.l at info@ontpress.com.

The Cord hu an obligation to foster freedom of the press and freedom
of s~h. Thil obligation is best fulfilled when debate and dissent are
e ncouraged, both in the internal workings of the paper. and through
the Cord's contact with the student body.

'The Cord '• circulation for a :Jorma.l Wednesday issue is 8,000 copies
and enjoys a readerShip of o~r 10.000. Cord suMcription rates are
Sao.oo pet tenn ror addresse~ 'Within Canada.

1M Cord has been'a proud ~her
ofthe Canadian Uni\.'f:rsity Press (CUP)
since1.0Q4.

The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world around it,
and so The Cord will attempt to cover its world with a special focus on
Wilfrid Laurier University, and the community ofKitchener-Water\oo,
and with a spec:ial ear to the concerns of the students of Wilfrid Lau·
rier University. Ultimately, The Cord will be bound by neither philosophy nor geography in its mandate.

v

Campus Plus is The Cord's national advertising agency.

The Cord will always attempt to do what is right, with fear of neither
repercustiont. nor retaliation. The purpose of the stud~t press is to
act u an agent of social awartness, and so shall conduct the affairs
o( our newspaper.
~ofthe-.lc

~ltltWtlllll,ugltt~htnumomNur..~

-In Depth Editor Alanna Wallace 6vt minutes after recounting a pertOnal story involving a landmark 2oth birthday.
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News Editor Lauren Millet • lmillet@thecord.ca

A 'disease of ignorance'
WLUSU launches Dignitas Laurier, a club which aims to br_ing awareness to HIV/AIDS
LIANE SALO
STAFF WRITER

33 million

73,000

number of people living with HIV

Canadians living with HIV

90 o/o
of all HIV-related deaths occur in
Sub-Saharan Africa

of all Eastern European/Central
Asian infections occur in Russia
and Ukraine

SOURCE: REPORT ON GLOBAL AIDS EPIDEMIC

On Dec. 1, World AIDS Day will
be celebrated internationally, and
third-year Laurier student Kyle Gerow wants to make sure that Wilfrid
Laurier University students pay attention to this important, yet often
overlooked, issue.
Dignitas Laurier is a group Gerow
formed that recently gained official
Wilfrid Laurier University Students'
Union club status.
The club aims to make partnerships with other groups in the
Kitchener-Waterloo region and to
get people talking about what HIVI
AIDS is, what is currently being
done to improve the situation and
what still needs to be done to help
those living with the disease.
The group is a youth chapter of
Dignitas International, which is a
medical humanitarian organization formed by global health experts to improve the quality of life
for those affected by HIVIAIDS, as
well as connect people in developing
countries.
"There are Dignitas groups at
universities all across Canada. I
recognized the deficiency at Laurier. We have such a strong volunteer base, so I thought, why don't we
have this here?" explained Gerow.
There are Dignitas youth chapters throughout North America; 16
of them are at Canadian post-secondary schools, including Carleton,
McGill, McMaster, Queen's, Ryerson, York, University of Alberta and
Simon Fraser.
At the first meeting·of Dignitas
Laurier on Friday evening, an inspiring speech was given by University of Waterloo student Alexandra
Hick.

Hick has been committed to supporting AIDS awareness since she
was nine years old, counts Stephen
Lewis (former United Nations Special Envoy for AIDS in Africa) as her
personal friend and mentor and currentlyworks with the AIDS Committee of Cambridge, Kitchener,
Waterloo and Area (ACCKWA).
During the meeting, Hick stated
that, "HIV/AIDS is a disease of ignorance but it's also a disease of
many other things: of gender inequality, of unequal distribution of
wealth, of sexual violence ... but ·
ignorance is by far the number one
cause ofHIVIAIDS transmission in
our world.
"The only thing we can do is talk
about it:'
Hick commented that while HIVI
AIDS was a hot topic in the 1980s
and 'gos, the media hype has since
died down.
Our generation doesn't talk about
it as much today, despite the fact
that the disease is still a threat.
Talking about HIVIAIDS is exactly what Dignitas Laurier intends
to make happen both on and off
campus, with the help of ACCKWA, student groups and the city of
Waterloo.
On Nov. 26,ACCKWAis holding
an event in Uptown Waterloo square
where members of the community
will be dressed in red, creating the
formation of a large AIDS awareness ribbon.
Hicks concluded the discussion
by saying, "The bottom line with
HIVIAIDS is that people are sick
and tired oflistening to the same old
people, and it's always a great thing
to have new people that want to
speak up about this disease:'

·Laurier
researches
LGBTO
teens
KAYLEEN WILLEMSEN
STAFF WRITER

Assistant professor of community
psychology at Wilfrid Laurier University Robb Travers and graduate
students Katie Cook and Alix Holtby
have embarked on a research project entitled Teens Resisting Urban
Trans- and Homophobia (TRUTH).
Travers and his team, which consists of students (both Laurier and
non-Laurier) and a community
member, set out to study the social
conditions for lesbian, gay, bi, transgender and queer (LGBTQ) teens in
Kitchener-Waterloo.
As a part of the project, local LGBTQ teens were asked to take between five and seven pictures over
a period of about five days and then
gather for a discussion.
According to Cook, a second-year
student in the community psychology master's program, the group discussed everything from "experiences
of harassment and not feeling safe
to experiences of not feeling support
from their community:'
Cook said that through these discussion groups the project is making
the "invisible visible [by! working
with people who are the subject of
photographs; (people who] hdbody
ever talks to or asks their feelings:'
The TRUTH research project
looked at about 180 photos from the
everyday life ofLGBTQteens in the
area.
Travers and his team are still in
the stage of preliminary investigation because of the complexity of
the issues presented in the pictures.
Read the full story online at

thecord.ca

Waterbuffs
University develops new academic plan;
goal is to define the school as an institution donate
$2,250
MIKE LAKUSIAK
STAFF WRITER

Wilfrid Laurier University is currently in the process of creating a
new academic plan that will come
into effect in 2010.
In early October, upper administration issued an outline of these
plans - important information that
has an impact on the direction the
school will be taking over the next
five years.
Contained in this "green paper",
available online, are statements of
Laurier's unique place within the
Canadian post-secondary education
system.
The principles and values that
define Laurier as an institution are
listed, as well as the academic areas
that characterize the school's curricula across faculties.
Areas that Laurier excels at and
aims to remain recognized in on a
national and international level are
also discussed.
The document emphasizes a
commitment to a distinct Laurier
community, even in light of unprecedented growth, the importance
of civic engagement and the application of Laurier's themes of sustainability, innovation and internationalization as a multi- campus

According to MacLatchy, there
university.
will be more of an effort to distinAccording to Deb MacLatchy,
vice-president of academics at Lauguish a program or degree at Laurier
rier, most universities come out
from those programs offered at othwith a new academic plan about ever universities.
ery five years.
"One thing we really haven't been
good at here at Laurier is talking
Commenting on the content
of this new plan, she said, "Even
about what our academic areas of
excellence are ....What ties our curthough it's a new academic plan,
it's very much based on Laurier's
riculums together; what makes a
Century Plan that we developed
Laurier arts degree or science depreviously:·
gree. It's abouttryingto distinguish
Laurier's Century Plan was deus:'
veloped in 2005 with similar focus
MacLatchy further discussed the
on students' academic experience
significance of the new plan. "This
and what distinguishes Laurier from - plan is our first attempt to say that
other institutions.
there is something coherent about
the Laurier academic experience,
The proposed plan, MacLatchy
said, is currently under review beeven if people are in very different
disciplines:'
fore being presented for approval
Current students may not see
from Laurier's senate this coming
"m uch change in day-to-day school
spring.
"All the faculties on both campusexperience, but these plans are
es are looking at it and coming back
broad in scope and aim to effect,
with their views on what should be
however subtly, all elements of the
in the plan, feedback we're working
student experience and what it
means to be a Laurier student and
into the final version."
Both the Century Plan and prograduate.
. According to MacLatchy changes
posed new academic plan contain
a lot of information on what Laumay not even be apparent to sturier's image and reputation are and
dents because, "By and large (the
should be as the school approaches
new academic plan1is descriptive of
what we're doing already.
its centennial in 2011.
"It identifies areas that we believe
What effects will this new plan
have on curr.e nt students and those
really are core to what it is we do
to come?
academically:•

Academic
planning
timeline
The process is set to take place
in three phases:
October-December 2009
Consultation between faculty
members, deans and the vicepresident of academics. The vicepresident academic will meet the
university's various departments
and councils to discuss the
Deans' Green Paper. Each faculty is tasked to develop an internal
response to the paper.
January-February 2010
The university will host facilitated
workshops involving deans, associate deans. chairs and program
co-ordinators. The goal will be
to gather the responses and put
them together in one document.
March 2010
Based on the previous stages the
vice-president of academics office will submit a consolidated
academic plan to senate for discussion and approval.

I OIL HERZI
CORD INTERN

On Nov. 24, the Waterbuffs, an oncampus charitable social group, will
be making their first visit to Lincoln
Heights Public School to distribute
food to underprivileged children as
part of the school's breakfast club.
The students and their sponsor, Marty's Pub, donated a total of
$2,250 to the elementary school.
"The money we're giving covers several days of [food for the1
school. The program is run entirely
through volunteers and through donations;' said Waterbuffs executive
and fourth -year business student
Thomas Gaylor.
"Money like this really helps them
out, seeing how they're pretty much
struggling to keep this program:'
Gregory Ennis, president of the
Waterbuffs and a fourth-year history student at Laurier, added that
Morty's has been a great partner in
this charitable donation.
"When we started talking with
the owners of Morty's and he had
had a really good experience with
this school .... They really needed it
more than others;· said Ennis.
Read the full story online at

thecord.ca
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From Nov. 16 to 20, Laurier is celebrating both Geography Awareness Week and International Education
Week. Read about both these campaigns at thecord.ca

Events ch·ange with
Concourse policy
TARYN ORWEN-PARRISH
STAFF WRITER

Last Wednesday, Laurier's Chinese
Student Association (CSA) hosted
"Chopsticks Sensation" at King Tin
Restaurant. The dinner, which started at 7 p.m., consisted of an eightcourse meal of authentic Chinese
food. Approximately 40 people were
in attendance, with members paying
$8 and non-members paying $10.
The CSA typically hosts two offcampus dinners annually, one of
which celebrates Chinese New Year.
Because the dinners are such a success, the CSA decided to add "Chopsticks Sensation" for the fall term.
"It's been really successful and a
lot of people actually really like this
idea, the idea of getting together,
eating together and just getting to
know each other;' said CSA's copresidentWendyTing. "Plus, it's
cheap food and it's a lot of variety:'
The CSA is one of the campus
clubs that have been-affected by the
recently implemented no-cooked
food rule in the Concourse. The
CSA previously depended on selling cooked food as a main source of
revenue.
To accommodate the CSA, director of student services Dan Dawson
suggested a collaboration with food
services. Ting'worked.doselywith .
dining hall executives, even.accompanyirlg them to the grocery store
to pick out ingredie~tts to create a
menu of items featuring Chinese
recipes. The CSA hosted their event
in the dining hall on Nov. 4 and Ting
said it was a great success . .
"It went well;' said Ting. "We
were still able to earn a fair amount
of revenue that would be equal to us
doing a food fair at the Concourse:'
The Chinese food event resulted
in 515 items being sold that day, and
Dawson said they will be making a
donation to the CSA from food services. He also noted that they are
making preliminary plans to hold he
event again next semester.

,,,

"We're just looking for
groups to be a little bit
open-minded:'
-Dan Dawson, director ofstudent services

"There's a real opportunity to
work with other clubs to do other
themed or cultural type days in the
dining hall as a unique opportunity,
not just for fundraising, but for variety and awareness;' said Dawson.
Student Services has been successful in finding alternatives for
several fall fundraisers that involve
food. Some events such as the annual Boar's Head Chicken Eating Contest were able to go ahead because
Wilf's prepared the cooked chicken.
Others, such as the United Way's
Annual Chili Cook-Off, had to alter the event so that the dining hall
prepare the chili, while participants
only added spices to the sauce.
"We're just looking for groups to
be a little bit open-minded with the
events they've traditionally held before and we're committed to working with them to try to make sure we
figure out a way to make them successful;' said Dawson.
Despite the success of the CSA's
food fair at the dining hall, Ting expressed that not being able to sell
cooked food in the Concourse has
somewhat depleted the morale of
the CSA.
"[The dining hall food fair] was
a good alternative, but I still really
wish that we would get the concourse back because it's just something fun. It's a tradition that we've
always done, and I just really wish
we could continue this tradition:'

NICK LACHANCE PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

The Chinese Student Association (CSA) sharing a meal at their "Chopsticks Sensation" event held last
Wednesday. The CSA is one group affected by the no-cooked food· policy in the Concourse.

·Laurier celebrates trans
awareness week

Testing for
severe cases
from cover
immediately off the bat says it's just
the flu, get them to look again;' she
advised.
Situations like these have led to
questions regarding the accuracy of
sending students home for flu -like
symptoms and concerns from students about the amount of class they
are missing.
"Most people getting the flu this
year have experienced the same
mild to moderate illness [for three
to five days], so they feel horrible for
those days but then they recover,"
explained Ostrander.
Mark Karjaluoto, director of communications for Grand River Hospital, concurs with Ostrander, stating
that the dominant strain of flu circulating in the region is H1N1 despite
the lack of testing for cases that remain out of hospital.
"We'll test as it's appropriate for
someone's health condition;' explained Karjaluoto.
In terms of vaccinations to avoid
the transmission of H1N1, Region of
Waterloo Public Health said that as
of Nov. 10, 6o,ooo regional residents
had been vaccinated.
During clinics conducted on

IDIL HERZI
CORD INTERN
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campus, approximately 1,000 stuOstrander and Wang both pointdents - most of whom are high-risk . ed out that the university lifestyle is
a factor in the contraction of flu and
individuals suffering from chronic
conditions like asthma and diabetes · that students should exercise care by
coughing into their sleeves,'washing
-have been given the vaccine.
their hands frequently and staying
And with immunizations being
further opened as of Nov. 13 to those home when they become ill.
Laurier has implemented mea19 and younger, more Laurier students are going to be able to receive
sures that other universities have
the vaccination, as the majority of
enacted to curb the spread of viruses
and bacteria, such as providing stufirst-year students now qualifY.
The next clinic on campus will be
dents with countless hand sanitizing units in the hopes that the quick
held this upcoming Tuesday.
"We would recommend that stualternative to hand-washingwill
dents get immunized," said Wang.
lower transmission rates.
"We anticipate that shortly [the vac"Regular influenza kills between
cine] will be opened up to everybody 3,000 and 4,000 people every year,
so that all university students, even
so we're not seeing those numif they don't have health issues, will
bers at this point, thankfully;' said
be able to get the vaccine:'
Ostrander.

Wilfrid Laurier University's Rainbow Centre is currently hosting
transgendered awareness week,
which is being held in the Concourse from Nov. 16 to 20.
The goal of the campaign is to educate the Laurier community about
the history of transgendered people
and to encourage students to be
open and comfortable with discussing and seeking assistance about
transgendered issues.
"Some people think that trans is
something that doesn't really affect them. They think its not part of
their community and it doesn't affect their lives," said the second-year
psychology student and Rainbow
Centre executive volunteer co-ordinator Jocelyne Faubert Tetreault.
"We're just trying to show people how it can affect them," she
continued.
A transgendered person is someone who identifies with or expresses
a gender identity that differs from
the one that corresponds to the person's sex at birth.

"They have existed all throughout
history. They've been respected and
honored; it's not like today where
people refer to trans as weird or
something they don't know about,"
said Faubert Tetreault.
This week, Rainbow Centre volunteers and co-ordinators are hoping to disintegrate any apprehension students may have about transgendered individuals and to come
into the resource centre and seek
assistance.
''All our policies reference no exceptions about anybody under any
circumstance. It's still hard, some
people think [they're making] some
sort of statement by coming in [to
the Rainbow Centre];' added Faubert Tetreault.
Commenting about the accessibility of the trans awareness booth
in the Concourse, Faubert Tetreault
said that she hopes students will
take the opportunity to learn more
about the trans community in a casual environment.
"This is a way we could make
this information it more accessible.
Because of this, people who didn't
come in the centre will still learn
about trans:'

•
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University of Waterloo
votes 'no' to radio station
On Nov. 13, students at UW chose against implementing a new
fee to preserve the on-campus radio station, Sound FM
LINDA GIVETASH
LOCAL AND NATIONAL EDITOR

After losing their student fee in
2008, the University ofWaterloo's
(UW) radio station, CKMS Sound
FM, lost another referendum to regain funding.
"We thought we had a good shot
with it;' said Steve Krysak, president
ofSoundFM.
The referendum on Nov. 13, asked
students to add a $2.50 per semester fee to their tuition to support the
station, much lower than the $5.50
per semester fee that existed prior to
Sept. 2008.
With a total voter turnout representing nearly 18 per cent of the student body at this referendum, 2,005
students voted in favour of the station fee while 2,460 voted against it.
"Originally wheJJ. they lost their
fee, a big complaint of the students
was that there was way too much
community involvement and not
enough student involvement;' said
Sarah Cook, vice-president internal
of the Federation of Students.
Since funding from the student
fees made up for approximately 90
per cent of the station's operating

''

It was kind of a shoestring budget we were

going by because we
didn't have anything
sustainable coming
through:'
-Steve Krysak, president ofSound FM

budget, concerns were voiced about
its financial management and student representation.
After losing the first referendum
in Feb. 2008, CKMS underwent a
process of reform to reb rand the
station.
Krysak expressed that they have
implemented more student involvement in tfie new structure.
"We've simplified out management and become more transparent;' he said.
Cook noted that there was a

Open November 1CS"f
Cora at the Shops
in the Waterloo Town Square

cora
Brtakfut and lvnch

good deal of support from the student body in favour of independent
media.
However, the sense of disconnectedness betwe~n the students
and radio station remained an issue.
"They didn't personally listen to the
radio station so they didn't personally want to contribute $2.50;' said
Cook.
Sound FM has continued to air
despite a lack of funding in between
the two referendums.
"It was kind of a shoe-string budget we were going by because we
didn't have anything sustainable
coming through;' said Krysak.
The organization will not be able
to continue broadcasting without
some means of funding. Currently
Dec. 4 has been declared as the tentative final airing date if an alternative source is not found.
"In the next couple of days we'll
be seeing some concrete plans;' said
Krysak.
Krysak remains optimistic in
finding a solution for the station,
noting a strong base of community
support as well as interest from student groups.
"They're determined to stay alive;'
said Cook.

Teach English
Abroad

(beside Valu-mart)

(519) 886-8878
Monday to Saturday 6 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Sunday 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training

Certification Courses
• Intensive 60-Hoor Program
• Classroom Management Techniques
• Detalled Lesson Planning
• ESL Sldlls Development
• Comprehensive Teaching Materials
• Interactive Teaching Practicam
• lotematlonally Recognized Certificate
• Teacher Placement Service
• Money-Back Gnuantee locladed
• Thoasands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
1-800-269-6719/ 416-924·3240

www .oxfordseminars.ca
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Chris Hughes, co-founder of Facebook, discusses entrepreneurship.

From the dorms
YUSUF KIDWAI
PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

Chris Hughes, co-founder of Facebook and my.barackobama.com
kicked off Communitech's 5th annual Entrepreneur Week on Monday. Hughes spoke about his entrepreneurial journey as he addressed
a large audience at the University of
Waterloo.
A Harvard graduate, Hughes noted that though he has experienced
great success in the business field,
he has a fairly unconventional background given his current career.
"At Harvard, I didn't study business or economics or finance; I
studied history and literature;' he
said.
It was at Harvard that Hughes cofounded Facebook with his roommates Mark Zuckerber.g and Dustin
Moskovitz. "We wanted to build a
product that would change people's
lives. We had no idea what it would
become," said Hughes.
Hughes then described in detail
the three factors behind the success
of Facebook: letting users control
their level of privacy, providing an
efficient means of communication
and utilizing the power of the crowd,
or word -of-mouth, to popularize
the site.
Hughes then offered seven steps
to success for the current and
emerging entrepreneurs:
1) Focus on a product.
Facebook is based on a simple
model; the simplicity has continued

as Facebook has evolved.
2) Don't get caught up in the
formalities.
Entrepreneurs should not focus
all of their attention on formalities
like getting high profile individuals
on the board of advisors.
3) Iterate and analyze.
Build, launch, tweak. According
to Hughes, it is always better to test
the waters first and apply changes
based on customer feedback.
4) Hire smartly.
Highlighting that employees are
the base of a business and iliat entrepreneurs will have to spend a lot
of time with them, Hughes stated,
"Hiring is one of the most important
things a business can do:'
5) Think l9ng term.
Though the lure for money can be
tempting, you should not sell out if
you believe in your product. Various
companies have offered the Facebook executives millions of dollars
to sell, but they refused, which has
paid off as the company has continued to experience growth.
6) Be persistent.
Hughes emphasized the importance of focusing on the goal. There
are times when things don't go as
expected, and as Hughes explained,
"It is very easy to get distracted:'
7) Get lucky.
Though Hughes highlights the
importance of raw talent, he doesn't
underplay the role that luck has in
the success of a business. Hughes
was also quick to point out that
"luck didn't make Facebook, but it
certainly helped:'

Entrepreneur Week in Waterloo
- Features lectures and workshops from Nov. 16 through 20.
- Sponsored by Communitech. an industry-led organization driving the
growth and success of Waterloo Region's technology sector. through
networking. promoting and experience shanng.
- Business leaders provide advice and real tactics at the week's events
to help Inspiring entrepreneurs tackle their dreams.
Upcoming events:
-Thursday· "There's a process to innovation. make it fast. make it go!"
- Friday. "Strateg ic partnering Who. what. when. where and why7"

Thursday, Friday or Saturday night!
details in

Route 7

schedules
Online Trip Planner: www.grt.ca
Call: 519-585-7555 TTY: 519:585:7796
Text: 57555 & key in your stop number
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National recovery

Canada's
dark past

NIKICIA PHILLIPS
CORD NATIONAL

Panel discusses the
history of Aboriginal
residential schools
MEGAN RAFTIS
CORD NATIONAL

On Nov. 17, Laurier's religion and
culture department hosted a panel
for discussion on Canada's Truth
.and Reconciliation Commission
{TRC) regarding Aboriginal residential schools.
"Canada is generally unaware of
this part of its history;' explained
panellist Bob Watts, former interim
executive director of the TRC.
Few Canadians learn about the
schools that were set up across the
nation for Aboriginal children by the
Canadian government and several
churches in a bid at assimilating the
Aboriginal population.
From the 1870s on, more than 130
residential schools operated with
the last closing in 1996.
Over the course of those years,
more than 150,000 Aboriginal children were taken from their homes
and families and placed in schools

MEGAN CHERNIAK STAFF Pf:IOTOGRAPHER

From left: David MacDonald, Jean Becker, Mardi Tindal, Bob Watts.

where they could not speak their native language or practice their traditiona! culture.
Most Canadians know now of the
atrocities and abuses practiced in
many of these schools.
"The damage done to those directly involved is incalculable, and
to those indirectly involved, profound;' said panellist David MacDonald, former member of parliament and cabinet minister, now advisor for the United Church on residential schools.
The TRC aims to end ignorance
and heal some of the wounds still
felt by survivors and their children.
"Because we have this collective history, it is important we

understand what happened in residential schools;' said Watts.
That understanding will not come
easily, though, nor will any sort of
reconciliation.
"When I think about residential schools, I have more questions
than answers;· said Jean Becker, the
elder-in-residence for Laurier's faculty of social work.
Becker goes on to pose some of
those questions to the room at large.
"What about justice? Why has there
never been prosecution of those
who perpetrated abuses at residential schools?':

On Nov. 17, Don Drummond, senior
vice-president and chief economist
at TD Financial, discussed the current recession and the challenges
that still need to be addressed.
Drummond's presentation was
part of the annual Economic Outlook seminar hosted by Laurier's
Faculty of Business and Economics
at the Centre for International Governance Innovation {CIGI).
Drummond said that although we
will see more failed financial institutions and mortgage defaults, the
worst is over.
However, in order to move on we
must first understand why therecession happened.
Drummond pointed to the problematic housing market in the
United States as analogous to that
of Canada's in 1980s, where it was
built mainly on speculation. It was
not unusual to build a subdivision
without preselling a single home.
Canada has since abandoned this
practice. The Canadian housing
market was able to stay afloat because of demand and supply. Drummond explained that Canada simply

had more sales and did not operate
in a speculative bubble.
Drummond outlined key elements Ontario needs to implement in order to develop a prosperous economy in the next ten years.
Some of the basics include becoming a leader in the environment, implementingworld-class transit systems, producing a balanced budget
and developing a reliable electricity
system.
Drummond also emphasized the
need to effectively integrate immigrants into the workforce.

Read the full story online at

thecord.ca
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Rethinking the
African aid model
Dambisa Moyo's provocative new book Dead Aid is creating
controversy in the international development community

INTERNATIONAL EDITOR

"==~
Aid
money creates

If you have yet to hear of Dambisa

an environment of

PAULA MI LLAR

Freetown, Sierra Leone

Li nes on a map
JOSH SMYTH
STAFF WRITER

At sunset I am sitting down to dinner on a gorgeous beach, my table
wiggled into the sand, a pile of seafood caught that morning waiting in
front of me. Not bad, not bad at all.
Even better, I am not throwing
down $100 a night at some vast,
soulless Caribbean resort. $6o has
gotten me three days ofbeachside
bliss and all my meals just down the
coast from Freetown, Sierra Leone.
It would be an understatement to
say that Sierra Leone is not known
in the West as a holiday destination.
In the Anglophone world especially,
West Africa does not occupy a lot of
perceptual space. Within that little
wedge of our perceptions labeled
"Africa", there is a tiny sliver filed
under "Sierra Leone:' For most of us,
this country only revives memories
of the nightly news during the war
that consumed Sierra Leone until
2003. Today, however, peace is the
reality.
I went to Sierra Leone not to volunteer or to immerse myself in the
still incredible suffering of the country, but simply to hang out. To sit
at street side tables and drink beer
with whoever stopped by. To wander around towns and climb beautiful hills, and chat endlessly with
Sierra Leoneans. In short, I went to
Sierra Leone as a tourist.
I did not have a lot of company.
Six years after the war, genuine
tourists are still pretty rare.
I found this a little bit baffling.
Sierra Leone is, with no stretching
of the truth, a fantastic place for a
vacation.
So where are all the tourists? Part
of this dearth is sheer location - Sierra Leone is far from everywhere.
Not to mention, the neighbourhood
is rough. As neither Guinea nor Liberia carry a reputation for stability.
Mostly though, you can blame
the war. It is still the first thing
people think of when they hear the
name. People still think of the country itself as unsafe, even though
you would be far more likely to be
mugged on the streets of Rome or
Paris.

What, though, are we to think
about tourism in a place where people are still suffering and desperatelypoor?
When I wander around Sierra Le one, I think I am doing some good.
Sometimes it is purely by spreading
my money around to all the street
food vendors and shops that I stop
by. Sometimes, though, it is more·
intangible than that.
People in Sierra Leone continually thank me just for being there.
Tourism represents some return
to normality, a sense that the links
with the rest of the world can go
beyond charity. At its best, tourism can give a little bit of incentive
to stability, since tourists scuttle
quickly at the first sign of danger.
Done right, it can spread money
around to those who really need it.
When I showed up, unannounced,
at the beach guesthouse, a whole
team of people mustered to get it
running for me. During my three
days there, I was employing a cook,
a night guard, a cleaning lady and a
manager - though on $2o a day for
all of it, which is a tragically small
amount for each of them.
There is a line of argument that
sees all tourism as inlterently exploitative; I do not think it is entirely
wrong. However, the question for a
country like Sierra Leone is, unfortunately, which kind of exploitation
it chooses.
I cannot help but feel that selling access to a nation's treasures, as
opposed to selling those treasures
themselves, is the mix that might
bring the most help with the least
harm. Still, when I pass someone
suffering on my way to buy a sandwich, I cannot help but feel more
than a little callous.
I think, though, that that little
sting of guilt means that you are in a
place where your money will do the
most good. If we, the privileged few,
refuse to visit anywhere suffering
persists, we only help make real our
misconceptions.
So the next time you are thinking of a holiday, think a bit bigger
- there are a lot of people who will
thank you for it.

Josh Smyth is an alumnus of Wilfrid Laurier University. His column "Lines on a Map"
will be a recurring ftature in Cord International. It will document Josh's travel adventures throughout Western Africa. In Sept.
2oog, Josh Smyth was traveling in Sierra Leone and wrote this column.

Moyo, you will soon know her well.
Her provocative new book, Dead Aid:
Why Aid is Not Working and How There
is a Better Wayfor Africa, is making
waves in the international development community.
The exposure granted Moyo a
place among TIME Magazine's 100
Most Influential People of 2009 and
secured her a spot on Oprah Winfrey's 2ooglist of visionaries.
On Nov. 13 at the University of
Waterloo, an impressive turnout
gathered to hear Moyo speak, proving both the resonance and timeliness of her message.
The public lecture, sponsored by
the St. Paul's University College as
a part of the Stanley Knowles Humanitarian Service Lecture series,
was entitled "Innovating Away from
Aid:'
Moyo, a native of Zambia, was
educated at Harvard and Oxford and
went on to work as an economist
for the World Bank ana Goldman
Sachs.
Despite her academic and professional feats, today Moyo is best
known for her controversial belief
that the African aid model is broken.
Whether you agree or not, Moyo's
arguments are stirring. This is because she raises a question many
shy away from altogether.
As Larry Swatuk, director ofUW's
International Development program, said, openly questioning the
aid formula is akin to "saying I'm
against peace:'
Regardless, the fact remains that
50 years and more than one trillion
dollars in aid money later, the African continent has little to show for
the efforts.
Those in the international development community, who pride
themselves on this work, cringe at
Moyo's statistics. However, Moyo
remains adamant that "Africa is
worse today than in the 1970s" when
aid began.
"Africans are poorer today," she

corruption....There is
a reason why African
countries are of the
most corrupt on earth:'
-Dambisa Moyo

said. The reason for this, she argues,
is aid itsel£ Rather than ease systemic poverty, the presence of aid on
the African continent has been "an
unmitigated political, economic and
humanitarian disaster:'
The kind of aid Moyo is referring
to is not humanitarian or emergency
aid, nor is it charitable or non-government organization (NGO) aid.
Instead, Moyo points to the "billions
of dollars that go government-togovernment" as the problem.
Just as communism put a damper on the incentive of individuals,
Moyo said that in Africa, guaranteed
aid means "no incentive for good
government:'
At the same time, Moyo believes
that "aid disenfranchises Africans:'
This is because today, "African governments don't care what Africans.
think ... they cater to those who
supply aid:'
Therefore, while the developing BRIC countries - Brazil, Russia, India and China - have become
economic powerhouses and a force
capable of rivaling the developed
world, Africa is being left behind.
Moyo said that you must ask, "What
is in their tool kit?" The simple answer is "not aid:'
According to Moyo, there are "far
more poor Chinese and Indians;'
yet we only hear about and see the
poverty in Africa. Moyo believes the
reason for this is that "Africa is suffering from a serious PR disaster:'

Undeniably, this hampers foreign
investment.
In her book, Dead Aid, Moyo
writes, "We live in a culture of aid:'
For this, Moyo places blame oncelebrity pop culture for entrenching
the prevailing misconception that
aid is necessary. She believes that
"the African agenda has been hijacked by celebrities;' something,
she said "Canadians would not
tolerate."
By pushing a negative agenda on
Africa - only drawing attention to
war, disease, corruption and poverty- celebrities work to further the
continent's disastrous public image. While they may have the best of
intentions at heart, such a scheme
only succeeds in scaring off foreign
investors.
"What will Africa do if aid were to
stop tomorrow?" Moyo asked. It is
a fair question; as the U.S. continues
to suffer through an economic crisis, it may soon be unable to heavily
fund development projects abroad.
The issue remains that "low expectations of Africa" can no longer be
tolerated. Investment in the African continent must be encouraged
to bring jobs to the people, which in
the long run will be more beneficial
than aid. Moyo put it this way, "Africa needs to get off the couch:'
Overall, Moyo sees financial crisis
as an exciting opportunity for African nations to wean themselves off
of the entrenched aid model.
Moyo understands the reforms
she is proposing are controversial.
Thus, she prefaced her talk with a
deal maker. If nothing else, Moyo
said, "We can all agree on three
things:' One, ''Africa cannot be dependent on aid forever:' Two, African governments need to get involved. Three, we have to accept that
"aid has contributed to the dysfunctionality of African governments:'
The naysayers protest that Moyo's
argument is just too simplistic. Corruption on the continent ofAfrica
cannot simply be attributed to the
presence of aid. To this, Moyo said,
50 years and one trillion dollars later, we should be asking what aid has
done for Africa.

NICK LACHANCE PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

Despite some critical audience members, Dambisa Moyo stood strong behind her thesis.
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MASSACHUSE'ITS, USA
According to the Calgary Herald,
uttering the word "meep" just as
the Sesame Street character Beaker
famously does has become grounds
for suspension at Danvers High
SchooL Reportedly, it has nothing to
do with the word itself.

URUZAGAN, AFGHANISTAN
The BBC reports that Australian
soldiers received a morale boost
when their sniffer dog, Sabi, found
her way home after 14 months of
absence. She had been officially
declared MIA after an ambush in
September of 2008.

KHAKASIA, RUSSIA
According to RIA Novosti news, two
Russian tourists committed suicide
on their snowmobile trip after
they had gotten lost. As the only
footprints found belonged to the
tourists, authorities have concluded
no foul play was involved.

•
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PALERMO, ITALY
CNN reports that the pilot and copilot ofTuninter flight 1153, whose
crash resulted in 16 deaths, have
both received 10-year jail sentences.
Investigation had exposed that the
pilots prayed instead of engaging in
emergency protocoL

Stealing culture: Who owns national art?
The Elgin Marbles
MARIE ANDIC
CORD INTERNATIONAL

Upon visiting the famous Parthenon
in Greece, visitors may be struck by
the emptiness of the site. The ancient Greek ruins are surprisingly
sparse, and the Grecian marbles
that the culture is famous for are noticeably absent. The reason for this
is that these marbles were looted
and brought back to Britain in 1810,
where they remain today.
At any museum, a myriad of cultural artifacts can be viewed. This is
a wonderful privilege. However, the
presence of these pieces of art in intemational museums means their
absence from the homeland where
they were created.
For many nations, the plunder of
national treasures has left a painful
cultural void. It deprives the nation
of the evidence of its own history.
A 1970 United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO} convention called for the
return of art and antiquities to their
country of origin; however, this decree does not apply to treasures acquired before 1970.
While many museums have made
the choice to return antiquities and
art whose ownership has been contested, many continue to refuse requests for repatriation. This has led
to animosity in the artistic community. At the same time, it raises the
question of who owns cultural property; the museum which has housed
and protected the artifact, or the nation that produced it.

The Elgin Marbles remain perhaps
the single most contested antiquity
in the artistic community. In 1810,
a total of 56 sculptures were plundered by Lord Elgin, the British ambassador to Greece.
The marbles were donated to the
British Museum, where they remain
despite frequent requests by the
Greek government for their return.
The BBC reports that the director
of the British Museum, Neil MacGregor, has said, "Only here can the
worldwide significance of the sculptures be grasped:'
The New York Times reports that
the British Museum has claimed
that Greece does not have an adequate facility to house the marbles.
This argument has become void
with the June 2009 opening of the
Acropolis Museum, a $200 million
facility.
The facility currently houses plaster casts of the original marbles
housed in London.

Egyptian Frescoes
A recent high profile dispute over
cultural property has emerged be tween the Louvre in France and the
Egyptian government.
The contested artifacts amount to
five Egyptian fresco fragments. The
BBC reports that the artifacts originate from a 3,200-year-old tomb in
the Valley of the Kings.
Egypt suspended co-operation
with the Louvre, claiming that the
fragments were stolen from them
in the 1980s. However, the New
York Times reports that the French

government believes that the artifacts were "acquired in good faith"
by the Louvre.
According to the New York Times,
through a unanimous vote by a commission overseeing French national
museums, it was decided that the
frescoes would be returned to Egypt.
Upon their restitution, the Egyptian
government has promised to resume
ties with the Louvre museum.

Bishop Whi te Gallery
The issue of repatriation of cultural
artifacts hits close to home with the
controversy over the Royal Ontario
Museum's (ROM} collection of Chinese antiquities.
The Globe and Mail reports that
most of the collection was acquired
by Bishop William Charles White.
White was a missionary, as well
as the museum's purchasing agent
in China in the 1920s and 1930s.
During this period, the Chinese
nation was weakened by civil war,
and large quantities of Chinese treasures were exported.
According to the Globe and Mail,
while White remains revered by officials at the ROM, Chinese officials
have referred to him as "a robber of
graves and a robber of souls:'

The Amber Room
In some cases, efforts for the rep atriation of art and antiquities have
been met with success.
Russia and Germany have agreed
to exchange antiquities looted by
both sides during the Second World
War. According to the BBC, this includes remnants from the famous

Amber Room of Czar Peter the
Great.
The 100,000 amber panels were
given as a gift by Prussia for the decoration of the Czar's Winter Palace
nearly 300 years ago. However, in
1945 the Nazis stripped and looted
the palace, leading to the disappearance of the panels.
Germany will be returning the
small fragment of amber mosaic and
a chest of drawers from the room
in exchange for over one hundred
paintings originally owned by the
country.

Afg hani stan's M useum
The Afghan government is celebrating success in the repatriation of
the country's national art and antiquities. Afghanistan suffered huge
losses to their national museum's
collection since civil war broke out
in the early 1990s.
According to the New York Times,
museum director Omara Khan
Masoudi estimates that 70 per cent
of the museum's treasures were stolen between 1992 and 1995.
Since the fall of the Taliban in
2001,13,000 artifacts have been returned to Afghanistan from Norway,
Denmark, Switzerland and the United States.
Even more recently, in February
2009, 2,000 artifacts smuggled into
Britain and subsequently confiscated by the British authorities were
returned to Afghanistan.
These artifacts are now being
stored and displayed in the National
Museum in Kabul, which reopened
in2004.

Other examples
Hebrew Bible
A 16th century Hebrew Bible looted by the Nazis during the Second World War has been turned
over by the U.S. to Vienna's Jewish
community.
-Toronto Star
Ethiopian obelisk
The Ethiopian government is demanding that Italy return an obelisk,
one of its most famous monuments.
-BBC
Nigerian bronzes
The Nigerian government has requested and been denied the return
of the British Museum's collection
of 700 Nigerian bronzes.
-BBC
Bust of Queen Nefertiti
The Egyptian government has requested that the Egyptian Museum
in Berlin return a 3,000 year old bust
of Queen Nefertiti.
- BBC
Lindisfarne Gospels
The British Library has refused to
return the Lindisfarne Gospels to
the northeast of England where they
were created in the 7th century despite repeated requests.
-BBC
Danish Greenland Museum
Collaboration
Denmark has returned over 35,000
items to Greenland since their
independence.
-BBC

Best student location in town - minutes to everything
you would ever need ... campus, 24 hour grocery store,
Tim Horton's, banks, bars, beer and liquor stores

New building with spacious, very clean , and
open concept living, central air, dishwasher,
balcony & rooftop garden patio

Worry· free housing starting May 2010 at the right price!
Call 741 -7724 or email info@acdev.ca to set up a time to visit the Bridgeport Suites located at

34 Bridgeport Road East
One look and you will be done house shopping (taking groups of 4, 3, 2, or 1).
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Stimulating ethical eco
Features Editor Shannon Busta examines fair trade coffee, the farmers it affects, its limitatior
future of a commodity that is arguably North America's favourite beverage and a university~
Coffee. We all know it, most of us
drink it and many of us cannot function without it. But coffee is far more
than a comforting stimulant. It touches the lives of millions, possibly billions, every day. It is one of the most
exported goods coming out of the
global south and it has the power to
shape the lives of over 25 million families worldwide.
Coffee, a tree crop, first entered
Europe in the 17th century, though it
did not experience a rise in popularity
until the 19th century. Coffee suffers
from extended periods of excess production and low prices, making economic sustainability difficult to attain
for those involved in the production of
the crop worldwide.
More than soo billion cups of coffee are served worldwide each year.
A staggering 146 billion of those cups
are consumed in the United States
alone. This translates to roughly 400
million cups of coffee consumed every day by our southern neighbours.
"Coffee is the second most valuable legally exported commodity from
the global south after oil," said Gavin

Fridell, professor of politics at Trent
University and author of Fair Trade Cof

fie: The Prospects and Pitfalls ofMarketDriven Social Justice, in an interview
with the Cord last week.

According to Business Unusual: Success
and challenges offoir trade, published
by the Fair Trade Advocacy Office in
Brussels, the price of the world's leading agricultural comm odities have
fallen between 50 and 86 per cent
over the last 20 years, with the price
of coffee experiencing some of the
most extreme drops.
And when "[coffee] provides an
income for 25 million coffee farmer
families;' as Fridell explained, the
global decline in coffee prices can
mean only one thing: poverty for millions. More often than not, this poverty is extreme.

25 million
of Canadians over 18 drink coffee
on a daily basis.

number of coffee-farm ing families
worldwide.

Low international coffee prices ultimately mean that many coffee farmers cannot afford to feed their own
families, which makes it even more
difficult for them to maintain their
land or invest in more efficient farming practices. This results in a cycle of
unmanageable poverty.
Before 1989, coffee farmers were
protected by the International Coffee
Agreement, a document designed to
regulate the global price of coffee. The
agreement also worked to maintain
a reasonable return for the millions
of coffee producers worldwide. This
agreement protected coffee farmers
and the economies of the global south
that are heavily reliant on the popular
export.
In this same year, the U.S. pulled
out of the international agreement,
triggering a collapse. The price of coffee is now regulated by the internationa! markets and has been dropping
ever since.
The families reliant on coffee exports are no longer protected by international trade regulations. Instead, they are subjected to a market
dominated by corporations and public
demand.
Each year, coffee farmer families
receive less than 10 per cent of the
estimated $6o billion that the global
coffee industry earns annually.
The collapse of this agreem ent has
contributed to coffee becoming the
first fairly traded agricultural product.
Prior to the collapse of the International Coffee Agreem ent, a group

''

Coffee is the second most

valuable legally exported
commodity from the
global south after oil:'
-Gavin Fridel, author of Fair Trade
Coffee: The Prospects and Pitfalls
of Market-Driven Social Justice

Who gets
what on the
open market?

10o/o

of non -governmental organi2ations
(NGOs) and mission-oriented groups
like Ten Thousand Villages, known as
Alternative Trading Organizations,
were focusing their energies solely on
trading handicrafts. Skilled artisans
predominantly in the global south
were creating crafts to be sold by
these fair trade groups.
With the sudden fall in coffee prices
internationally, many felt the need to
extend fair trade beyond the realm of
handicrafts, so coffee and tea were the
first agricultural products to be traded
fairly.
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Fair trade is a complex system that
places a higher value on the rights of
marginalized producers and the environments they work in than what
is traditionally available through the
global market.
Wilfrid Laurier University global
studies professor Alex Latta identified
fair trade as "a model of production,
distribution and marketing that operates parallel to the global market:' The
global market has been described by
many as an ideal democratic economic system, one that has the potential
to offer equal opporturlities to all.
Fridellisarealisticsupporterof
what fair trade offers the global economy and argues, "The global market
does not offer everyone win -win solutions that are ethical. The more you
let the market run our society, the less
ethical things become:'
It is these ethical trade practices
that make up a large portion of the
logic and motivation that fuels the fair
trade movement.
The official definition of fair trade,
as defined by the worlds leading fair
trade organizations is: "A trading
partnership, based on dialogue, transparency and respect, which seeks
greater equity in international trade.
It contributes to sustainable development by offering better trading conditions to, and securing the rights of.
marginalized producers and workers
- especially in the South:'
In order for coffee to be classified as
fair trade it must be grown, processed
and purchased under strict regulations that are fair to the producer, the
consumer and the environment.
Often, fair trade results in more
personal trade partnerships.
By diminishing the distance between producers and consumers, the

goes to farmers.
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The average amount drinkers
spend on coffee annually.
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fair trade movement brings humanity

ps

I back to consumerism.

The coffee at Ten Thousand Villages in Waterloo is an example of a
m I product that has been produced in
ethical and socially responsible ways.
According to the assistant manager
Nikki Bakes, 26 per cent of the proceeds from every bag of coffee from
!es the Max Havelaar Foundation sold by
o
Ten Thousand Villages returns to the
If
farmers who produced the beans. 26
he percent represents a significant imed provement when compared to the 10
per cent that returns to the farmers of
coffee on the international market. In
terms of the average returns to farmers who benefit from fair trade, 26 per
cent is on the higher side of returns.
Fair trade organizations often work
in conjunction with farming co-operatives in a democratically structured
process that seeks to bridge the gap
between consumers and producers.
These organizations assist farmers
by offering various types of education in the hopes that it will encourage
more effective farming techniques to
increase yield, credit support and ined crease workplace safety.
Because the global demand for cofrfee is so high, many groups like the
he Global Exchange Organization argue
that all coffee should be fair trade.
n- I
However, fair trade does not necessarily imply complete fairness. "I
mean, maybe we should all be paying
five times what we pay now for cof1- 1 fee, that would probably be closer to
what's fair;· said Fridell.

iS

be costly however. For this reason,
countless ethical labels with more
flexible standards are making their
way onto the products we consume
daily.
Nabob Coffee Company, for instance, is Rainforest Alliance Certified. This certification body works to
conserve biodiversity by transforming
land -use practices. While protecting the environment is immeasurably
important, the Rainforest Alliance's
standards for social responsibility
are significantly lower than those of
TransFair.
Similar to Nabob, Starbucks coffee is CAFE certified. Where Nabob
has sought out a certification body
that has less stringent farming and
production standards, Starbucks has
chosen to employ their own certification label: CAFE.
Fridell refers to this label as "a
watered -down version of fair trade,
which demands much less of their
southern partners:'

I

u

ss

Lir

Fair trade and big
With such an influx in the fair trade
market and consumer response, large
corporations such as Starbucks and
Nestle have jumped onto the ethical
bandwagon.
"Fair trade is becoming increasingly corporate driven;• Fridel! explained.
"Now 0.2 per cent of the coffee beans
Nestle uses are fair trade, and they are
using this to launch a huge ethically
based marketing campaign:'
Ethical business practices have become one of the most popular marketing trends in recent years.
Of course, each company's definition of ethical is going to differ.
A product that meets the standards
of fair trade will be TransFair certified. Meeting these requirements can
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of coffee consumed at home in
Canada is purchased at the supermarket.

"

We cannot pretend that
the problem doesn't exist

and think that buying fair
trade coffee makes up for
it:'
-Alex Latta, WLU global studies professor

C"'
A fairer price for a commodity that is
a dominant player in the global market seems inevitable, and fair trade
has ultimately risen exponentially as
a proportion of world sales. However,
this rise in success does not mean
that fair trade is without its critics.
According to the Fairtrade Labeling
Organization International, last year
the fair trade market increased its
span by 22 per cent, a shocking level
of growth compared to traditional
markets.
Fair trade certainly has some positive impacts, but the question remains: should you buy fair trade coffee, and does it really matter either
way?
"We cannot pretend that a problem doesn't exist and think that buying fair trade coffee makes up for it,"
said Fridel!. "Buying fair trade is important and showing solidarity with
southern farmers who have the same
values as you is important, but it only
helps three per cent and at the end
of the day we need to find ways to
help the other 97 per cent of fair trade
farmers:'
Buying fair trade supports a set of
values and ideals that place the dignity and rights of those less fortunate
ahead of the bottom line. Through
supporting these values, the consumer can make a small statement about

how they think global trade should be
conducted.
On the subject of the limitations
surrounding fair trade, Latta stated
that "in being an alternative to the
system, (fair trade] doesn't necessarily challenge the system," though Latta
does emphasize the importance of the
movement.
"There are fairly few examples in
our time of social activist that are able
to create alternatives that work;' he
explained.
Latta concludes that despite critiques and a lack of enthusiasm by
many for fair trade, its market gains
are exceptional.
"What is special about fair trade is
that it is an organization that works
with niche markets. The percentage
growth in fair trade products compared to growth across the market

is really phenomenal and shouldn't be
ignored;' Latta added.
The world is paying attention to
fair trade coffee; this fact has been
made clear by corporations' desperate attempts to present themselves in
a similar light to those organizations
that truly sell fair trade coffee.
Ultimately, fair trade may not
change the situation of everyone,
but it makes a big difference to those
involved.
While fair trade is growing in popularity, demand is being outpaced by
production. Only 20- 30 per cent of
fair trade famers can find buyers for

their product. The rest is sold on global market at a loss to the producers.
Currently, 670,000 families benefit
from sale of fair trade coffee. This is
undoubtedly a huge number of people, but since over 25 million families produce coffee globally, fair trade
benefits less than three per cent of all
producers.
Changing these numbers requires
far more than a consumer commitment, but no attempt to better the
situations of others should be undervalued. So get educated and consider
becoming a supporter of fair trade.

ALL GRAPHICS BY
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Downloading culture at Laurier
Staff Writer Mike Lakusiak examines some of Canada's copyright laws, where they are headed and what
further changes could mean for those who partake in the filesharing of videos and mp3s
tudents download music
from the Internet without
paying for it.
This is a fact; while it
might seem like a sweeping generalization to condemn students for
what amounts to stealing in the eyes
of some, any person spending time
on a university campus will sooner or later run into somebody who
downloads files that they did not
pay for.
What are the attitudes of students
toward the downloading of illicit
music and video files from the Internet? What are the legal implications of these acts? What could the
possible outcome be of student culture embracing this habit in the long
term?
The Cord talked to students, faculty members and a representative
from ResNet, Laurier's campus Internet service, in an effort to gain
insight into the behavior that so
many students participate in, often
without a full understanding of the
implications.
Of all the students approached for
this story, not a single one denied
downloading music.
Second-year communications
student Sara Lawrence commented,
"Yeah, I think it's wrong but I'm too
cheap and poor not to download
music:·
She added that she buys some
music and has an iTunes account,
something that could not be said for
many students.
Andrew Moase holds the position
of technical co-ordinator at ResNet.
Despite the illegal nature of filesharing, especially mp3s or video
files, Moase said ResNet does not
have a policy against the illegal
activity.
ResNet's terms of service prohibits hosting a server or hub for
file-sharing programs, but in terms
of piracy, Moase said, "There's obviously a whole big grey mess that is
copyright, but we're looking at [file
sharing] from a reliability of the system standpoint:'
He also noted that since ResNet is
not a true Internet service provider,
it could not be held liable for pirated
material on the network.
The Laurier network occasionally
harbours an elusive service called
DC++, a file-sharing program that
allows quick and easy access to pirated music and video material on
computers connected in residences
and over Laurier's wireless network.
During the 2008-og year, Brian

S

--.

MYLES WILSON STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Downloading music and movie files to your computer and iPod might be the currrent norm, but this may not always be the case.

McLean hosted DC++ from his computer in residence.
"I set up and maintained it for
most of the year;' he said. "It wasn't
too tough:'
Asked whether ResNet had anything to say about the hub he replied, "Pretty much nothing. I don't
know if they knew about it:'
Now in second year, McLean
echoed the opinions of other students about his own downloading.
"I don't always know ifl'm going to like something so I download
it and find out. Downloading music
is convenient and saves you a lot of
money:•
McLean emphasized that he does
want to support artists, yet does so
through other avenues. "I mostly try
to support bands by going to concerts;' he said.
The legal implications of downloading music for free seems to be
present in the thoughts of those

engaged in it.
That being said, some students
admitted that even if prosecution
were a serious threat, they would
still continue downloading.
But what part of this is actually
illegal?
Assistant professor of communication studies at Laurier Martin
Dowding discussed Canadian legislation on the issue. He mentioned
Section 8o of the Canadian Copyright Act (1985).
"It refers specifically to the fact
that you can download - and this is
already out of date -but you can't
share. There are all sorts of ways
to get something off the web and
download and use it but once you
send it to someone else, that's sharing. That's illegal:'
According to the Canadian Ministry of Justice website, copying
audio onto "an audio recording
medium for the private use ~f the

person who makes the copy does
not constitute an infringement of
the copyright:'
While sharing is illegal, simply
downloading and copying music to
an iPod or CD is technically not.
Ambivalence to legal issues is
common among students, and even
the supposed moral wrong of downloading music seems to have no effect on their habits.
When asked if he felt his downloading was wrong, second -year
music major Will Hunter replied,
"Nope, I don't think so:'
All those who were asked whether
downloading music would remain a
mainstay of student life agreed that
it would.
"It's just going to get bigger
and bigger until the record labels
are forced to adapt and change;'
McLean commented.
Recent developments in the prosecution of sharing pirated files, as

well as updates to outdated Canadian legislation, suggest a future
where free access to music and
movies may not be as unlikely as
many believe.
According to Moase, "It really
hasn't caught up with the times. If
the legislation were to catch up to
what's occurring now, there might
be a shift in people's perceptions:'
Canadian legislation may be in
question and changes could come
very soon. According to the Department of Justice website, the aforementioned Canadian Copyright Act
is only current until Oct. 21, 2009.
With copyright issues continuously appearing in the news and
25-year-old laws in place- that
may or may not be current or applicable - Canadians, especially
the students who download large
quantities of content, may soon feel
the impacts of new attacks on their
downloading habits.
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Staff Writer Wade Thompson kicks off the 2010 Academy Awards season, discussing
the nature of the game as well as this year's potential unexpected nominees

WADE THOMPSON
THE REEL WORLD

icture this- you're sitting
at home a few months from
now, staring at the Oscar
telecast on your 1V.
The glamourous atmosphere is
emitting from the screen as you wait
patiently for the announcement of
the night's big awards.
And then, last year's Best Supporting Actress winner Penelope
Cruz takes the stage to present the
award for Best Supporting Actor.
You sit on the edge ofyour seat
like every other avid movie fan out
there and watch as she opens the
envelope.
The moment has arrived as the
words, "And the Oscar goes to .. ."
struggle to escape her mouth.
And then, as you prepare to once
again exhale your excitement, she
announces "Zach Galifinakis for The
Hangover!"Wait. What!?
Of course, that's not what is going
to happen.
If fans and critics alike have their
say in the matter, a dark horse contender like Galifinakis would have a
shot at the crown if the awards were
held tomorrow.
The Oscars are very much like a

P

game offootball. Right now, we'd be
entering the fourth quarter and the
teams would be tied.
As far as the Academy Awards
season is concerned, the end of November marks the period when all
the campaigning begins to heat up.
Every film, performer and crew
member is at the same level, all vying for a shot at the win.
In this final stretch before the
awards shows start to open their
curtains, the prestige really begins
to pick up. The FYC (for your consideration) ads start popping up in
the Hollywood press.
Prominent films from earlier in
the year begin to make their rounds
again.
But what remains the most fun
aspect at this point in the season is
all the dark horse contenders whose
names begin to flourish around in
the mix.
2009 has indeed had its fair share
of potential nominees, but the rumour pot hasn't really started to
bubble until right about now.
Usually, this point in the year
marks the time in which fans and.
critics alike get to campaign for their
own personal favourite performances and films.
This way, before the big, unseen
films like Nine and Invictus are released, the floor is pretty much open
to speculation from everyone. Galifinakis is one example of an actor
getting a push from his fans to be
nominated.
If history has any say in the

matter, a comedy like The Hangover
wouldn't have a shot.
Then again, they did notice
Downey Jr. in Tropic Thunder last
year, right?
Then you have those like Jeff
Bridges in the film Crazy Hearts who
weren't even on the radar before
now.
Now that the film has been making its festival rounds and Fox
Searchlight has picked it up, Bridges
is being toted as this years' Wrestler
nominee.
Unconventional Oscar films like
District9 and Julie & Julia are trying
to reaffirm their critical and financial success from the summer in order to gain a spot on the Academy's
list.
Veteran stars such as Sam Rockwell in Moon and, my personal favourite, Sandra Bullock in The Blind
Side are being pushed for their first
nominations each.
Bullock is an interesting one to
look at, as her performance is being
compared to that of Julia Roberts in
Erin Brockovich, the one that finally
gave Roberts the win.
Basically, it's a very exciting time
of the year for us awards hounds.
You just can't count anyone out of
the race quite yet.
So start getting your campaign
on, and you might actually see your
own favourite film announced on
national television come March 7 of
next year.
As for me? Well, let The Brothers
Bloom campaign begin.

Top 10 2010
dark horses
1. Melan1e Laurent
lnglourious Basterds
(Best Supporting Actress)
2. Robert De Niro
Everybody's Fine
(Best Actor)
3. Jody Hill
Observe and Report
(Best Original Screenplay)
4. Sharlto Copley
Distnct 9
(Best Actor)

5. (500) Days of Summer
(Best Picture)
6. Nora Ephron
Julie& Julia
(Best Adapted Screenplay)
7. Rachel We isz
The Brothers Bloom
(Best Actress) •
8. James Cameron
Avatar
(Best Director)
9 Star Trek (Best Picture)
10. Jackie Earl Haley
Watchmen
(Best Supporting Actor)

"Living is an art to be learned" was
the theme of the sixth annual Buddhist Film Festival held on Saturday.
Housed at the Waterloo Adult
Recreation Centre, the festival
showcased three diverse films, a
vegetarian buffet dinner, door prizes
.and a night of unique and engaging
entertainment.
The much anticipated community
event was presented by the Waterloo
Riverview Dharma Centre, a registered charitable organization that
relies primarily on the funds raised
at the festival to sustain their programs and services.
With over 120 tickets sold, the
film festival attracted members
from both the Buddhist Sangha (the
Dharma Centre Buddhist Community) and curious community
members.
Dharma Centre spiritual co-ordinator Susan Child said there were
a number of interested people who
found their way to the event.
"I see many unrecognizable faces
tonight, which is great. Most aren't
Buddhist; it's just people sharing a
common interest;' explained Child.
The first showing was the Telly
award-winning film With One Voice.
Strangely, there was nothing inherently "Buddhist" about the film.
Directed by California native Eric
Temple, the documentary-style
film brings together mystics from
14 spiritual and religious traditions
•to share their thoughts on universal
truths such as the nature oflife,love
and the existence of God.
With One Voice suggests that all
the world's problems are one, aresult of the loss of connection and
ignorance.
It suggests appreciating the diversity of spirituality, as before we
can find an outer "world" peace, we
must each find peace within ourselves.
The night's second screening was

Buddha's Lost Children.
Directed by Mark Verkerk, it was
the 2009 winner for Best Spiritual
Film and Best Spiritual Documentary at the European Film Festival.
Set in the Golden Triangle of
Thailand, a high crime and drug infested region, Phra Khru Bah Neua,
a former Thai boxer turned Buddhist
monk devotes his life to supporting
the region's orphaned and impoverished children.
The evening ended on a lighter
note with the Doris Dorrie directed
film How to Cook Your Life.
Following the common phrase
"you are what you eat;' Zen Master
Edward Espe Brown serves as both a
charismatic leader and che£
With a general tone of thoughtfulness lingering in the air, the festival
proved to be a success.
Child was pleased to say that the
festival has increased in turnout everyyear.
"The first annual film festival was
held in my living room, so we are
happy to have it grow with the general community;' Child explained,
adding that the festival fulfilled i.ts
mandate this year.
"The purpose behind the festival
beyond fundraising is to promote
knowledge of meditation and the
dharma within the community.
"We encourage everybody to
come out and learn:•

-
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We Are The Take
entertains Wilf's
The Cord sits down with the band after Thursday's show
LAURA SEDGWICK
STAFF WRITER

L

SEAN POLLOCK STAF• PHOTOGRAPHER

Guitarist Craig Stickland of We Are The Take performing at Wilt's.

~·HUMBER
The Business School

ast Thursday at Wilf's, a truly
talented group of individuals
took the stage to showcase
their musical genius as the
Toronto-based band We Are The
Take.
For the band's bassist, Andrew
Hobbs, who previously attended
Wilfrid Laurier University, performing onstage at Wilf's was a particularly special experience.
"Laurier is a really great school.
I went here for a bit, but I dropped
out;' explained Hobbs.
"The band was actually one of the
reasons I dropped out.
"There's a certain sort of harmony that comes with doing what you
love, I know that's kind of a cheesy
answer, but making music that you
care about and is relevant is definitely really important to me:'
And watching their live performance, it was undeniable that We
Are The Take is all about making
music.
Unable to classifY the band's enchanting sound, Alix Meunier, a
first-year student at Laurier, described We Are The Take as "not like
other bands:'

''

Unlike the typical rock band, We
Are The Take gives off an aura of
light-hearted composure rather
than that of stereotypical rock-androll boozehounds who roll out of bed
just in time for their live set.
Both on stage and in an interview
with The Cord after the show, We
Are The Take displayed a very literal
sense of humour.
If not for the band members poking fun at themselves, it was often
difficult to tell whether what they
were saying was serious.
We Are The Take was able to successfully pull off this persona without coming across unserious or
uncaring.
" [Our music is like] a tall glass of
brandy because its smooth going
down and you feel good once you've
drunk it;' said frontman Erik Alcock.
''Also, it cures illness," he joked.
After a well-received set on Wilf's
main stage, We Are The Take performed a private acoustic set in the
Wilf's Den for a number of enthusiastic fans.
In parting, band members Andrew Hobbs and Craig Stickland
offered these words of inspiration:
"Teamwork makes the dream work;'
which was closely followed by Alcock's brute humorous honesty,
"That's so lame, guys:'

[Our music is like] a tall

glass of brandy because
it's smooth going down
and you feel good once

you've drunk it:'
-WeAre The Takeftontman ErikA/cock

"They aren't too retro or rock and
roll or emo. It's almost like they
have a new geme all their own," he
explained.
We Are The Take's melodic rock
stems from inspiring rock heavyweights like The Beatles, The
Strokes and Led Zeppelin.
These influences come through
in their music; however, We Are The
Take makes it their own with touching lyrics and a personal flare:
At the Thursday night show, We
Are The Take profiled themselves
quite handsomely in sharp dress
and a poised demeanor.

Arts bites

I Appreciating

animation
from cover

The latest in entertainment news

GLOBAL BUS\ NESS

MANAGEMENT
I POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATE
One smart career choice.
So many opportunities.
The Choice
The Global Business Management program
prepares you for a wide range of careers.
Pursue a career in marketing, finance, advertising,
international trade, retail, wholesale or
supply chain management, in domestic or
international businesses of any size.
The Opportunities
Two years gives you the time to choose
the specific path that is right for you.
Two work placements allow you to
experience more than just one
option before you graduate.
Apply now for January or

September 2010

ore ·

Elvis's hair for sale
Keeping the cult of dead celebrities alive, an anonymous buyer purchased a single strand of Elvis Presley's hair for over $2,ooo this week.
Even more disturbingly, a chunk
of the King's apparently precious
locks went for $15,000 last month.
Should you wish to obtain your
own piece of Elvis' mane, his former
barber has been selling off strands
in a Memphis souvenir shop since
1977·
Because that's not creepy at all.
-Sarah Murphy

Bob Dylan's Yuletide release
Of the most unexpected things the
king of grungy folk and rock- androll, Bob Dylan, could have done
at this point in his life, releasing a
Christmas album is probably among
the strangest.
Garnering a variety of somewhat positive reviews from sources
like pitchfork.com and Rolling Stone,
Christmas in the Heart is a 15-track
full-length mix of traditional songs
like "0' Come All Ye Faithful" and
new arrangements like "Christmas
Island," featuring a variety of artists like American songwriter Ray
Evans.
What's more, all of the profit from
United States sales will go to the
charity Feeding America.
Needless to say, hearing Dylan's
raspy vocals mixed with Nat King
Cole's staple "The Christmas Song"
should be an interesting treat.
-Rebecca Vasluianu

in the industry.
Within the festival's selection of
movies is Japanese animation.
Chen believes the genre is sofas- _
cinating to an abundance of people
because Japanese animation includes topics pertaining to science
fiction, fantasy and imagining the
future - subjects that are underrepresented in North America.
Chen explains that the animation
world is such a small pocket in the
film industry. For this reason, the
festival is so pertinent in the region
of Waterloo. "We try to bring all this
into a little comer of the film world,
that which is animation:'

Super Bowl goes geriatric
for sixth year in a row
It's been revealed that The Who
will be playing at this year's Super
Bowl halftime show, following on
the heels of performers like Bruce
Springsteen, the Rolling Stones,
Paul McCartney and Tom Petty.
Perhaps it's time the organizers
find a headliner who doesn't run the
risk of keeling over and dying from
old age in the middle of a sporting
event.
And let's try to ignore the irony
that will ensue when Roger Daltrey proclaims "I hope I die before
I get old" in the first verse of "My
Generation:'
-Sarah Murphy

Pooh troubles
Looks like there's a little trouble in
• Complete 30-Hour Seminars
the land of milk and honey.
• Convenient Weekend Schedule
After almost 20 years, the estate
of Stephen Slesinger- the man who
• Proven Test-Taking Strategies
acquired rights to the lovable Win• Experienced Course Instructors
nie the Pooh characteries and sto• Comprehensive Study Materials
ries by A.A. Milne over 8o years ago
• Simulated Practice Exams
- is still suing Disney for infringing
on his rights.
• Limited Class Size .
The estate's lawyers suggest
• Free Repeat Policy
Slesinger is rightfully owed millions
• Personal Tutoring Available
in royalties.
The case suggests Disney coupled
• Thousands of Satisfied Students
Mickey Mouse franchise profits with
that of Winnie the Pooh projects to
OXFORD SEMINARS
hide its true revenues.
While a Los Angeles judge dis1-800-269-6719
missed the case in 2004, lawyers
416-924-3240
raised it again last week.
www .oxfol'dseminal's.ca
- Rebecca Vasluianu
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LIFE

Life Editor Dave Shore • dshore@thecord ca

DearLIFE
Dear Lift isyour opportunity to write a letter
to your lift, allowing you to vent your anger
with lifo's little frustrations in a completely
public forum All submissions to Dear Lift
are anonymous, should be no longer than
100 words and must be addressed to your lift.
Submissions can be sent to dearlift@thecord.ca no later than Monday at noon.

/'

LYLA WILSON STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

The main foyer in Waterloo's Conestoga Mall is alr.eady prepared for a visit from Santa Claus. with over a month left until Christmas.

Participants

What's the point?

Commercialized Christmas
Cord Life debates whether or not preparing for Christmas in November is too early
VICTORIA CRAIG
CORD LIFE

Pro
It may only be November, but there
can be no denying that the Christmas season is already in full swing.
Yes, Conestoga Mall has already
been dressed in every kind of bobble
and wreath imaginable and peppermint mochas are back in red cups at
Starbucks.
Okay, so you may all be thinking,
"Wow, what a load of marketing, it's
only November:' But who cares? It's
the Christmas season and we should

be enjoying it.
I me'an, who doesn't feel more
cheerful and festive (especially with
finals looming around the corner)
when they hear Christmas tunes in
the malls and see candy canes already lining the shelves?
Of course, Christmas revolves
around family, love and, for some,
religion. But it's the little details that
re~ly make Christmas memorable
and special.
It's the time spent with friends in
the coffee-shops -turned-Santa'sVillages, it's baking the Pillsbury
Christmas cookies weeks before
so you can eat more of them, it's

watching Christmas movies in your
PJs and slippers all day long and it's
smiling at people and having them
actually smile back.
In all seriousness, the overload
of commercial holiday spirit is really just what we all need to get us
in the holiday mood so we can pick
up our old traditions and start brand
new ones.
Think of it as a kick in the pants
to find some much-needed Christmas cheer.
Sure, all the fuss may just be a
marketing tool, but you're obviously
going to buy the presents anyway.
So just enjoy the festive spitit and

start your shopping early for once.
When you look at the ~ig picture,
it's pretty nice to see that the celebration of Christmas is still valued
in the kaleidoscope culture of North
America.
As far as I can see, we should be
enjoying the holiday season as much
as we can and be grateful that the
holidays can still tie the citizens of
our nation together.
So pull on your Santa jammies, sit
back and relax in front of Home Alone
with some hot cocoa and start enjoying this amazing holiday season.

It's a month and a half removed
from Christmas Day and I'm already
aware of the fact that I have very little money and will have even less to
buy presents.
The soundtrack to the season is
another source of despair rather
than joy.
Hearing Christmas music this
early does anything but put me in
a festive mood. Hearing dozens of
takes on the same Christmas songs
by every conceivable artist only
leads to the anticipation of Christmas, since all of this music will disappear the day after for another 10
months.
Unfortunately, whatever value
Christmas music may have is ruined
by hearing the same songs over and

over. Right now I'm avoiding malls
and coffee shops so I don't hear
Stevie Wonder's Christmas album the only seasonal music that retains
some value for me.
Hearing Stevie sing "Someday at
Christmas" before Dec. 23 would •
just make me run away screaming
and possibly cry a little.
The fact that this two-month routine happens yearly seems to be part
of the reason kids see the holidays
as an opportunity to get stuff rather
than give.
As soon as Halloween is over,
advertising tells children that they
want things and that they should
pester their parents to get them.
While the season is not about
selflessness, these ads don't make

kids think "I want to buy gifts for
others:' The whole commercial concept of the holiday season and its
"spirit" just seems flawed.
As I've grown older, Christmas
has become only about family f.!.nd
food; the commercial elements distract from the important parts.
As well, over-hyping Christmas
for two months creates issues because, as some people don't seem
to realize, not everyone celebrates
Christmas.
Everyone has their own opinions
of what the holidays are about, but it
seems like there would be a lot more
holiday cheer (Christmas or otherwise) if there weren't two months of
force-fed ideas of Christmas magic
in anticipation of one day.

MIKE LAKUSIAK
STAFF WRITER

Con
It's only the middle of November
and we.' re already two weeks deep
into the "holiday season:'
This is not to say that I hate
Christmas or the good, wholesome
family elements of the holidays, but
it all starts far too early.
If it is still t-shirt weather outside, seeing Christmas commercials everywhere and Santa's castle
with the big chair in the mall already won't make anyone feel more
festive.
Beginning the "holidays" this early is actually a bit depressing.
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519.746 1 21 2
55 erb st. e. waterloo

elementhair.com
Proudly recommending salon products
made in Canada! 1+1

pear Life:
If my girlfriend writes "your" when she
means "you're" one more time, I'm go ing to become the first person to break
up with someone on the pretext of bad
grammar.
Sincerely,
Your Grammar is Atrocious and it's
Killing our Relationship. -

Cigarette Evaluation Study Must
be 18-29 years of age. Export A
smokers and Players smokers.
Regu lar length only. $90 cash for
2 visits. $120 cash for 3 visits. Call
Sandy at 519-578 -0873 or e-mail
smokestudy@hotmail.com

Housing
Only $399 - Four bedroom
housing. 34 Bridgeport Road.
East. Starting M.any 01/10. excellent location, on bus route, close
to everything, downtown at WLU.
near UW. new. immacu late, open
concept kitchen, all appliances,
dishwasher. dining room and living room o pen onto a private balcony, central air condition. huge
rooftop garden patio. complete
laundry facilities. dryers free, free
parking. gas heat. gas w ater heater. chea p utilities. o n bus rou te.
perfect fo r students. rents fast. a
must see. Only $399 per room.
per mon th. Call 741-7724 www.
acde.ca for mo re info and pictures. Email info@acdev.ca

Employment
SPECIAL
NEEDS
WORKER
WANTED Enthusiastic. respo nsib le and reliable person to care for
a 15 year old girl with C.P develop
skills in augmentative communications. gross motor. fedding and
person care. A d river's license is
needed to provide outings. After school/evenings and Saturday hours ava ilable for approx. 10
ho urs/week. $12/hr. starting immediately. Experience with children or theray an asset. Training
provided Columbia/Fischer-Fallman area. Please email resume
to whiteside5@golden.net. For
more information call pat at 519747-9867
SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE! CAMP
WAYNE FOR GIRLS - Children's
sleep-away camp,
Northeast
Pennsylvi']nia (6/19-8/15/10) If
you love children and want a caring, fun environment we need
counselors for: Tennis. Swoimming. Golf. Gymnastics. Cheerleading Drejma. High & Low
Ropes. Camping/Nature, Team
Spots. Waterskiing. Sailing. Painting/Drawing,
Ceramics,
Silkscreen. Printmaking, Batik, Jewtry. Calligraphy, Photography,
Sculpture. Guitar. Aerobics. SelfDefense, Video. Piano. Other
staff: Administrative, COL Driver
(21+). Nurses (RNs and Nursing
Students). Bookkeeper. Nanny
On campus interviews January
27 Select the camp that selects
the best staffl Call 1-215-9443069 or apply on-line at www.
campwaynegirls.com
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EDITORIAL

Opinion Editor Kimberly Elworthy • kelworthy@thecord.ca

Explore social issues
Throughout the year, Laurier offers a variety of events
that support diversity on campus.
These are opportunities for students to seek out and
educate themselves about important social issues.
The Wilfrid Laurier University Rainbow Centre is
hosting transgendered awareness week in the Concourse this week, which aims to educate the community
about transgendered issues.
Dignitas Laurier, a youth chapter of Dignitas International - a humanitarian organization working to improve the life of HIVIAIDS victims as well as promote
awareness - has also been given official club status by
the students' union.
Furthermore, the Women's Centre hosts a bi-monthly film series that promotes discussion about issues on
a range of topics like gender and race.
Although it may be intimidating to walk up to the
Rainbow Centre booth, inquire about AIDS or attend a
film discussion, these groups exist to be approachable
and informative.
Intimidation can come from feeling an obligation to
join or support a certain group instead of just learning
about them and opening your mind to the different issues they attempt to tackle.
These groups have perceptions that can work against
the purpose of them; to participate in the Rainbow Centre one may feel they have to identify as a lesbian, gay,
bisexual, trans or queer (LGBTQ) individual although
the centre in fact supports and welcomes people of all
sexual orientations.
The Women's Centre may seem like a place where
only strong feminists are allowed, even though males
are encouraged to participate in certain events and
discussions.
The AIDS epidemic is still an extremely important issue in society, although it receives less media attention
than it has in the past. Support and education is crucial
to combating the disease.
It's important to fight the stigma that exists about
these groups and the causes they support.
Take the opportunities available on campus to check
out the different areas of diversity and think about issues that are important to everyone, even though they
may not seem particularly pertinent to your specific
situation.
-The Cord Editorial Board

Change perceptions of
sickness for the future
With this year's flu season well underway, the effects of
the H1N1 pandemic can be seen on the Laurier campus.
Yet with all the media hype surrounding the issue, the
flu has not hit with the intensity that was suggested.
Maybe though, all the fuss has led to something positive: remembering that we have a social responsibility
to stay at home and rest while sick.
The university environment, where countless students share desks daily, creates an arena for the con>
traction of bacteria and viruses.
First-year students who predominantly live in oncampus residences are typically under high amounts of
stress, with questionable diets and a lack of sleep, The
student population is vulnerable to getting sick.
A student showing up on campus sick with flu symptoms is common, but too often staff and faculty have
been rather apathetic to sickness, since it is often used
as an excuse for extended deadlines or missing class.
This semester, though, the genuinely ill have it easier
than in the past - professors seem particularly committed to supporting and assisting those feeling under the
weather.
The university has also posted a policy for people
who have flu symptoms; reporting illness is now easy
through fue Laurier website, which allows students the
freedom to be more conscientious of their healfu.
It is important to challenge fue culture we have.fuat
has traditionally been unsupportive of taking sick days
or "me" time.
Taking time off when one is sick will ultimately improve productivity and hopefully decrease fue spreading
offueflu.
The H1N1 scare has brought tills cultural issue to the
surface.
Now we can begin taking sickness more seriously.
-The Cord Editorial Board
These unsigned editorials are based off informal discussions and are fuen agreed upon by the majority of
The Cord's editorial board, whicli consists ofl6 senior
Cord staff including fue Editor-in-Chief and Opinion
Editor. The arguments made may reference any facts ·
fuat have been made available furough interviews,
documents or oilier sources. The view:, presented do
not necessarily reflect fuose ofThe Cord's volunteers,
staff or WLUSP.
The Cord is published by
Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications.
Contact Bryn Ossington, WLUSP President and CEO
75 Un1versity Ave.W, Waterloo ON N2L 3C5

Information
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Gents, you can be shafted too

IN DEPTH EDITOR

She's just not fuat into you.
Girls, it's happened to all of us.
One of our friends has inevitably
and undoubtedly admitted to us fuat
fue guy we've been dreaming about
for weeks and (let's call a spade a
spade) practically stalking all monfu
is "just not fuat into us:'
Crushing, I know. So much so
fuat Greg Behrendt and Liz Tuccillo
coached women around fue worlcl
on deadbeat guys in fueir 2004 New
York Times bestselling book, He's Just
Not That Into You.
But as I grow older and fue men
around me mature, I've found (as
have many of my female friends)
fuat what Behrendt and Tuccillo preach is not necessarily
gender-based.
Men all of a sudden have feelings.
When did fuis happen?
Male friends ask for advice or
complain fuatgirls seem to be less
inclined to partake in relationships,
despite what society has commonly accepted as fue norm: fuat it is
women who want relationships.
Unfortunately for men, alfuough
women have been almost acclimatized to reading (and overanalyzing)
fue signals of men, our male counterparts are left wifuout a guideline
·to fue dues of fue opposite sex.
In examining Behrendt and Tuccillo's book, I found fuat not only
do many of fueir guidelines give

excellent insight into fue world of
men's dodging of commitment,
but fuat fuey also give men fue
clues fuey need when fuey're being
shafted.
Men, fue following guidelines are
for those of you who have reached a
maturity level where you now have
feelings when it comes to women
and serious relationships.
If she's not calling you ...
"Sometimes I call people from
my pants pocket when I don't even
mean to;' states Behrendt in He's Just
Not That Into You.
And it's true.
Caller ID makes it nearly impossible for us to evade knowing
where phone calls are coming from
nowadays.
But it does make it a hell of a lot
easier to screen fuem.
Or you continue to pry.
This is a problem. Women like to
be pursued, it's endearing, but it gets
to fue point where it becomes a little
much.
A phone message or a text is fine,
but once you start Facebook-friendadding, inbox-messaging and BBMing, you become creepy.
So if a girl doesn't get back to you
about your request to hang out, don't
take it personally and move on.
If she's just not fuat into you, pursuing her for any great lengfu of
time is just a waste of yours.
If she's not dating you ...
Girls, some of us are guilty of fuis
and we know it.
And guys need to understand fuat
fuey are not fue only ones who often
shy away from committing to being
someone's better hal£
Often it's flattering to be pursued
(fuis does not include being badgered wifu phone calls, as stated
above).

But if a girl is not interested in
dating you and doesn't want to discuss where your relationship is going, odds are she's not fuat into you.
And you deserve better if fuis is
what you're looking for.
And girls - remember guys have
feelings too. If you don't want to
date fuem and you know fuat's what
fuey're looking for, stop hooking up
wifu fuem and stringing fuem along.
Ifshe only wants to see you when
she's drunk ...
"Be aware fuat if Boozy fue Clown
has to slip on fue red nose every
time it gets intimate, it could be
symptomatic of a bigger problem;'
wrote Behrendt.
Men, wifu your heightened sense
of feeling, don't fall into a trap - just
because she calls you every weekend
doesn't mean she's fuinking about
you furoughout fue week.
If she's disappeared on you ...
It's called technology; fuese days
you can't escape it.
"[S)he may not have written you
a good-bye note, but [her) silence is
a deafening 'see you later;" explains
Behrendt.
Long story short, your incessant
texts fuat have eifuer resulted in
non-response or an "I'm really busy"
should probably stop immediately.
We may all be in university and
really busy, but stopping by fue Concourse for a coffee study break and a
chat is well wifuin everyone's reach.
Alfuough you may tlllnk fuese
fuings, among ofuers, can't happen
to you, odds are it has already occurred and maybe you just didn't
notice.
So men of Laurier - consider
yourselves warned.
Many ofyou fuink you may fuink
you have fue upper hand, but some
women are just not that into you.
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THE FORUM
Letters to the editor
Commending Laurier's
fanaticism

Schlegel Centre were also teeming
with campus clubs, student volunRe: Laurier Day unrepresentative, Nov.
teers, and academic booths.
Clearly, the authors of this edito11,2009
rial were either absent from camThe notion that Laurier failed to
pus on Laurier Day or completely
demonstrate its purpose, as an inoblivious to their surroundings. The
stitution of higher learning during
dancing in the amphitheatre was
Laurier Day is as laughable as it is
not an "exaggerated theatricality"
offensive.
of Laurier pride, but rather the GroReducing the university's efforts
. ovin' for Charity fundraiser, a fivein the area of academic promotion
hour dance marathon in support of
Habitat for Humanity.
to booths crammed into a building
could not be more unfounded. InIn addition to academic attriformation fairs were also hosted at
butes, the social atmosphere of
the School of Business & EconomLaurier is a defining characteristic
ics, and in the Concourse.
of our university. The showing of
Visitors were further educated
school spirit on Laurier Day does
on the specifics of Laurier's many
not overshadow Laurier's academic
integrity, but rather complements its
programs and Co-op opportunities,
with seminars having been held by
educational foundation.
virtually all university faculties and
Prospective students and parents
many individual departments.
that attended Laurier Day left with
Laurier's mission statement adnot only an enhanced knowledge of
dresses our devotion to both "excelLaurier's academics, but also a taste
lence in learning" and "co-curricular of the vibrant student life that exists
development of the whole student"
on campus.
- and for good reason.
- Marc Soares
Using Laurier Day as a venue to
express this synergy speaks to our
As a concerned Laurier Day loving
directive as an institution. Instead
student, I am greatly dissatisfied
of distilling Laurier Day into an ex- · with The Cord's take on the event.
ercise of boosting admissions, it
I'm embarrassed of the poor reshould rather be viewed as a testasearch of The Cord.
ment to our insistence on a balanced
The only components oflearnuniversity experience.
ingwere department booths? False.
Laurier is a community rich in
Opportunities were endless for stuenthusiasm, and Laurier Day will
dents to learn about academics, and
only be considered "unrepresentait was the focus of the day.
tive" when we choose to inorganiWith simple research, you could
cally restrain this vivacity.
find that there were 14 academic
As a paper that "prides itself on
sessions featuring all faculties, in
providing quality reporting;' greater
addition to a Music open house,
Photonics and Chemistry demondue diligence and journalistic integrity are required before unduly deni- strations, and Co-op sessions. As
grating many of the very students
well, recruitment staff and ambasyou seek to inform.
sadors were available.
-ClarkChami
A minute walk around campus
would show that the Schlegel BuildI was one of many students that
ing provided the ability to get more
spent much of the day endorsing the information about Business, meet
academic programs, services, and
professors and learn about furtherfacilities that Laurier has to offer.
ing academics through clubs.
Numerous academic sessions
The central goal of the day was
also introduced students to classto highlight our programs and provide a strong idea of what one wquld
room settings and professors, further promoting the quality educalearn academically.
tion obtained through a Laurier
As well, that was a crude attack
on first years for harmlessly creatdegree.
ing a welcoming attitude. These
All this academic activity was
not limited to the Science Buildstudents have barely been here for
ing either. The Peters' Building and
3 months and just wanted to show

how much they love Laurier!
-Daniel Towers
From t heco rd .ca
Many student will agree that its not
just the program that draws you in,
but the atmosphere you will be surrounded in for the next few years.
'Lets see where your article went
wrong: ·
1. The "McDonald" house theme
is chosen by first years living in
MacHouse.
2. The dancing in the quad was
run by JDC Central team for a charity event, by no means trying to
showcase Laurier through student
recruitment.
3· Laurier Ambassadors go
through rigorous training to carry
the knowledge they do of Laurier
and its programs.
4· The only faculty booths in the
science building were for Arts and
Science students, seeing as the atriurn there is a large open area. Each
faculty also had academic sessions
throughout the day. Business and
Economics had 4 sessions throughout the day with Laura Allen and the
Coop Office. Etc.
5· Yes we try to stress more of the
experience on Laurier day as you
can't publish that in any literature.
Experience can only be experienced,
which is why it is a big push on Laurierday.
6. Students can find out about
programs offered throughout Laurier day and throughout the year.
Either through student recruitment;
getting a tour, emailing the office,
emailing a student ambassador, approaching a student ambassador,
asking them on Laurier Day, asking
thematOUF.
-}lnonynmousstudent

Article redundant
Re: North American capitalism causes
global inequality, Nov.11, 2009
What exactly was the point of Kimberly Elworthy's article, "North
American capitalism causes global
inequality?"
It said nothing new that hasn't
been said better elsewhere and it
wasn't tied to any particular recent
event.
- Benjamin P. Weber

Letter policy
Letters must not exceed250 words. Include yourfo.ll name and telephone number. Letters must be received by u:oo
p.m noon Monday via e-mail to letters@
thecord.ca.
The Cord reserves the right to editfor
length and clarity or to reject any letter.

thecord.ca/blogs
Read 'The Cord
Contemplates ... "
Will the Copenhagen
climate conference be
successful?

Make your academic future more flexible with Athabasca University.
• At Athabasca University, our large selection of courses and programs
So be sure to keep us in mind
can be a big plus to your academic career.
like Sarah did. Sarah is attending universjty full·time in Calgary, Alberta.
But in order to maximize her schedule, she needed to take some courses
that weren't available during the times she wanted. The solution? Sarah
is taking some AU courses and will transfer the credits over towards
her degree. • AU offers over 700 courses and 90 undergraduate and
graduate degree, diploma and certificate programs to select from.
If you're 16 or older, and are eager to learn, you can study at AU.
• Academic choice. Another reason why AU stands out as a global leader
in distance learning excellence.

standout

www.athabascau.ca/ standout
1·8oo•788-9041
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OPINION
Family needs to retain
its importance in society .

parent- ~

letters@ thecord. ca

Some people today consider the
family an inherently oppressive institution that is merely designed to
instill conformity and discipline.
There is a view that the traditional
two-parent household in suburbia
is an outdated idea and that having
a family naturally restricts people's
development as human beings.
It might be hip and trendy to decry marriage as inherently unstable
and to hold a cynical opinion about
the family in general, since many
television shows and movies reinforce this, such as Califomication and

Revolutionary Road.
Raising children is increasingly
considered a burden rather than a
blessing, as exemplified by lowering birth rates across Canada and
much of Europe, whereas single
life, in contrast, has become seen as
liberating.
The rate of natural population
increase in Canada has been declining since the beginning of the 1990s,
according to Statistics Canada, and
in 2005-06 growth was at a mere
0.0033 per cent.
I do not believe a family has to
fit the traditional nuclear family

definition - extended family
ing, step-families, common law and
homosexual parents or those who
adopt can do every bit as good a job
as heterosexual biological parents at
raising a child.
But while many single-parents
work very hard, I do not believe single parent households are ideal.
It is particularly unfortunate that
some parents abandon their families and leave one parent to raise
children on their own.
In 2006, Statistics Canada reported that out of the total households
within Canada, approximately 16
per cent were lone-parent households averaging 2.5 people.
The absence of a father figure can
cause young males in particular to
seek male role models elsewhere.
This can lead toward them seeking negative role models who
may spur them toward a life of
criminality.
Single parent families tend to be
more impoverished, and their children more unhappy.
For instance, a Swedish study
found that children from singleparent households are around three
times as likely as children from twoparent households to commit or attempt suicide by the age of26.
Having the positive influence of a
second parent is always more beneficial to children.
The family unit is integral to people's development as human beings,
and should not be viewed as inherently oppressive and outdated.

~·HUMBER
The Business School

POSTGRADUATE
CERT\F\CATES
FOR REWARD\NG CAREERS
FINANCIAL PLANNING
GLOBAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
MARKETING MANAGEMENT
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

NICK LACHANCE PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

EMILY SLOFSTRA
letters@thecord.ca

I truly started to value my university
education when I realized that I was
finally retaining information.
Afterfour-and-a-halfyears of
high school, two years of college
and two years of university without really feeling like I was learning
anything, it was nice to see that my
brain was finally working.
I didn't, and still don't, have the
patience to simply memorize and
regurgitate facts.
One of the most valuable lessons
I've learned at Laurier is that there
are many opportunities to learn
outside the standard lecture.
Don't mistake this for the regularly occurring debate that pits extra.curriculars against academics; both
can be important to achieve whatever goal one has throughout university, be it to simply have a good time
or perhaps just to find a high-paying
job after school.
Luckily, amongst all the courses
offered, it's possible to learn how to
think, not just what to think.
One of the best ways to truly engage in your program of study is to
take a field course. This is mandatory in some programs and requires
students to apply their knowledge

out in the field.
It is usually required that one develops one's own research question
as well as do the research. This sort
oflearning is different from co-op,
which allows students to apply skills
they have learned but does not always challenge their thinking.
For programs where fieldwork is
not a possibility, community service
learning (CSL) is a good way to apply academic knowledge to real life.
If CSL isn't a possibility, at least
try to find stimulating professors.
Often, favourite professors are
those who are friendly and mark
easily, but if there's a particular professor that makes you angry, perhaps you should think about how
much you're learning by having your
ire raised.
Another idea is to chat with your
professors after class, during office
hours or even over beers.
This might seem frightening or
absurd, but it's a way to further your
knowledge of the course material,
or perhaps discuss something that
you're more interested in.
Despite many professors being
quite welcoming to students who
have questions, some youth feel too
intimidated to follow through with
this until too late in their university
careers.
To learn from academics in a different setting, attend evening talks
or lunchtime seminars.
Speaker events at Laurier often
have low attendance, which can lead
to more opportunity for questions
or a discussion. Movie nights can
also lead to discussion, though most

often when hosted by grad students.
My last suggestion for students
is to engage with each other about
more intellectual school-related
topics than which professor is the
hottest or what's happening at the
Turret this week.
Last week, there was an event
held at the UW Grad House that was
focused around a discussion of the
role of intellectuals in the 21st century; pretentious perhaps, but necessary for grad students, undergrads
or professors to think about in a
rapidly changing world.
More and more students are coming to university; Laurier's population has doubled in the last decade.
However, it seems like more and
more students are merely coming to
university because they don't know
what else to do, or because college
isn't as cool.
But what's the point of spending
three or four years at an academic
institution without being engaged,
or even interested in, your studies?
Laurier values "developing the
whole person: mind, spirit and
body" and has a vision of "instilling
the courage to engage and challenge
the world in all its complexity:'
University offers students not
just a means to an end, but an end
in itself.
That is, it doesn't have to be about
finding a good job after srnool, but
realizing the joy of!earning and
finding an open mind.
However, it is up to students to
find these out-of-the-ordinary intellectual opportunities and take advantage of them.
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Men's basketball
1-1 on weekend
KEVIN CAMPBELL
STAFF WRITER

Power-forward Mitch Leger and the
rest of the Queen's Gaels spoiled
any home coming festivities the
Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks'
men's basketball team had planned
for the weekend.
The Hawks followed a win over
the Royal Military College (RMC)
Paladins on Friday with a sub-par
performance against the Gaels on
Saturday.
After being on the road for two
losses in early November, the
Hawks were looking for redemption
in their first weekend playing on
home court.
But the Gaels' clutch-shooting
late in the fourth quarter proved to
be the difference in a back-andforth affair that saw Leger capture
21 points in a 64-63 win over the
Hawks on Saturday.
The team knew they were up
against a tough foe coming into the
game.
"Leger's as good a player as there
is in either conference;' said Hawks'
head coach Peter Campbell. "We
knew we had to compete:'
After winning handily the night
before in an 8g-66 rout over the
RMC, the Hawks were looking to
even their record at 2-2, but the
Gaels were no Paladins.
"We didn't play well [against
RMC] and we got the win, and tonight we didn't play well and we
didn't get the win;' Campbell
assessed.
The Hawks started strong against

the Gaels, with second-year Travis
Berry nailing three 3-point shots,
part of a 13-pointgame for the point
guard.
Team captain Jesse MacDonald
sank a shot at the buzzer in the first
quarter to put the Hawks up 2 2-17
going into the second; MacDonald
had a team-high 16 points.
However, in the second, the
Hawks ran into foul trouble.
After pulling out to a 30-20 lead,
the purple and gold's undisciplined
play created the opportunity for the
Gaels to go on a 19-3 run which continued into the second hal£
Late in the fourth quarter, with
the game tied at 63, the Hawks'
Matthew Buckley was called for a
foul, and Bernard Burgesson sank
one of his two free-throw attempts
with just 13 ticks remaining on the
clock to win the game for the Gaels.
"If we do the little things, we have
that game won," said Campbell.
"We'd have runs going and we'd
forget to rebound or we'd forget to
box out, and that's frustrating as
hell:'
He also noted that the team needs
to take better care of the opposing
squad's star players.
"We have a scouting report for everybody, but so far I think we're zero
for three on guys we've wanted to
do a good job on;' he said. "I don't
think we did an awfuljob on Mitch
[Leger], he's just a beast:'
MacDonald stated the team was
too one-dimensional in the loss.
"We've got the pieces this year to
not have to rely on just our shooting and right now we're relying too
much on it;' he said.
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Men's volleyball loses fifth
match in a row
The Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks'
men's volleyball team continued
their futile start to the season on
Sunday, falling in straight sets to the
Waterloo Warriors.

-Justin Fauteux

Women's basketball falls to
1-3 after win and loss
The Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks'
women's basketball team played
their first home games of the season
over the weekend.
They recorded their first win of
the season on Friday over Royal
Military College and lost to Queen's
on Saturday.

-Justin Fauteux

..........

MIKE WHITEHOUSE-LAURlERA+HLHICS

laurier's Travis Berry (1) attempts a shot with a Queen's defender in
his face. The Hawks fell to the Gaels 64-63.
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Read the full stories online at
The team will try and get back on
winning terms when they make the
trek to Ottawa this weekend to play

Carleton on Friday and Ottawa on
Saturday.
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Hawks' match postponed by H1N1
JUSTIN FAUTEUX
SPORTS EDITOR

For the second week in a row, the
Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks'
women's volleyball team had a
match postponed due to H1N1.
It was announced two days before
the game that the Hawks' scheduled
opponents, the Waterloo Warriors,
had a number of confirmed cases
ofH1N1 on the team - compared
to last week when members of the

University of Toronto Varsity Blues'
squad merely exhibited flu -like
symptoms - and in accordance with
the Ontario University Athletics
(OUA) H1N1 policy, the game had to
be re-scheduled.
"Having a break mid -season can
be a good thing if you have time to
plan for it;' said head coach Luke
Snider. "But not knowing about it in
advance really just causes frustra tion more than anything else:·
According to Snider, discussions regarding the re-scheduling

of this week's match as well as last
Sunday's postponed contest with
the Blues are ongoing and an announcement is expected sometime
this week.
"It's a bit of a disadvantage to
have your schedule disrupted like
that;' said Snider. "But it's something that we have to deal with and
we'll be prepared for whenever those
matches end up being played:'
The Hawks will finally get to play
their sixth match of the season this
Friday when the Guelph Gryphons

pay a visit to the Laurier Athletic
Complex.
"We're certainly eager to get back
on the court and compete;' said
Snider. "Knowing the girls on the
team, [the time off] shouldn't be an
issue. Our goal is always to come
out with a lot of energy and I know
the team will be ready when we fi nally get to play again:'
The Hawks currently sit at arecord of3- 2, putting them fourth in
the OUA West standings.
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Hawks continue
winning streak
Goalie Liz Knox records her league-leading fifth shut-out of the
season as Laurier's women's hockey team moves to 9-0
JUSTIN FAUTEUX
SPORTS EDITOR

YUSUF KIDWAI PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER
Devon Skeats (21) celebrates her first goal as a Golden Hawk.

In what has become routine over the
past few seasons, the Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks' women's hockey
team remained undefeated over the
weekend with a 3 -o win over the
Waterloo Warriors on Saturday afternoon. The win puts the Hawks'
record at a perfect g-o as they complete their first runthrough of the
other nine teams in the division.
"This was our ninth game, so
we've played every team once, and
we have a better indication of what
each team brings to the table;· said
head coach Rick Osborne.
"Waterloo is a team that battles
hard no matter where they are in the
standings, so we had to make sure
that everyone was focused and playing with good energy:'
The Hawks dominated every
facet of the game, using their speed
and skill as well as their physical
strength, winning almost every battle for the puck. The purple and gold
received goals from third-year Kaley
Powers, second-year Abby Rainsberry and rookie Devon Skeats, who

notched her first goal in a Golden
Hawk uniform.
"I was very pleased with the effort
today;' said Osborne. "I thought our
cycle game was really strong which
really shows our quickness and our
skill level. We made maybe three
or four mistakes all game and I was
really happy with the energy level
from everyone in the lineup today :•
Another key to the Hawks' success was veteran goalie Liz Knox,
who put forth yet another stellar effort, stopping all22 shots she faced,
recording her Ontario University
Athletics (OUA) -leading fifth shutout of the season.
In addition to leading the province in shut-outs, Knox also currently leads the league in goals
against average (0.66), save percentage (.971) and wins (g). Despite
her success, the net-minder remains
humble and doesn't allow the stats
to affect her play.
"I try not to think about it at all;'
said Knox.
"I really don't keep up-to-date
with where I am when it comes to
stats; in the end, it's more about the
process of getting better than the
numbers:'

Knox is widely considered to be
the top goaltender in the OUA and
Osborne realizes the importance of
having such a talented athlete between the pipes.
"You can talk about her athleticism, her squaring to the puck, her
glove hand and you can add puck
management, she's a great puck
manager;' he said.
"One real strength that doesn't
get noticed because of her ability
to make all the saves is the way she
moves the puck. She can initiate the
break-out as well as a defenceman
and really catch the other team napping and get some offence going:'
The powerhouse Hawks will look
to continue their perfect start to the
season this Saturday against the
Brock Badgers. Despite the team's
accomplishments at this point,
Osborne maintains that staying
grounded will be crucial.
"We're certainly not going to let
[the g-o start] go to our heads;' he
said.
"We've still got a lot of things
to work on and I look for the next
nine-game segment to be very
competitive:'

Men's hockey
splits weekend
JAMIE NEUGEBAUER
STAFF WRITER

The Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks
men's hockey team, without head
coach Kelly Nobes, who was suspended after an altercation with a
referee after a game against Lakehead last weekend, faced off against
two of Canada's best teams when
they played host to the McGill Redmen and the UQTR Patriotes. The
Hawks' upset the number-four
nationally ranked Redmen on Friday and lost to the Patriotes on
Saturday.
Chad Kennedy counted for four
points and Paul Bradley continued
to wield his hot hand with three
points of his own, as the Hawks surprised McGill8-4 on Friday. Six different men had multi-point outings
for Laurier while they shut down the
high-powered McGill offence, allowing only one goal in eight Redmen power play opportunities.
"We knew we had to be real tight;
they had not lost a game yet this
year;' said Laurier assistant coach
Luke Dubbin. "We got on them early,
and just kept going at them:'
Saturday's game against the Universite du Quebec aTrois Rivieres

was a polar opposite to the one the
night before. The visiting Patriotes
got on the Hawks quickly, using
their speed and skill to capitalize
on some brutal Golden Hawk puck
management errors and take away a
s-3 win.
The two teams, who last faced off
at the Waterloo Recreational Complex in the 2006 Ontario University
Athletics (OUA) gold medal game,
exchanged markers in the first seven
minutes of the game. Former QMJHL veteran Guillaume Chicoine
fired home a wrist shot from the
high slot to put the Patriotes ahead,
while Bradley evened up for the purple and gold on the power play right
at the seven-minute mark.
After Bradley's tally, the Patriotes
turned on the heat, scoring three
unanswered goals to open up at 4-1
lead.
In the third period, Hawks' captain Jean- Michel Rizk made the
game 4-2 just over a minute after
the Patriotes scored their fourth
goal.
Less than a minute after that,
however, the Patriotes were given a gift when a shot by Maxime
Levesque was called a goal after it
clearly hit the cross-bar.
Bradley scored his second of the
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Hawks' captain Jean-Michel Rizk (27) shields the puck from a UQTR defenceman during Laurier's loss
on Saturday. The previous night, the Hawks defeated McGill, who ranks fourth in Canada.

game, making the score 5-3, but that
was as close as the Hawks would
come.
"We came out pretty flat i~ the
first 20 minutes;' said Bradley. "We
were just sitting back too much and
we did not stick to our system and

they capitalized on their chances.
Once we were down it was too much
to crawl back:'
"We played with a lot of desperation in the third;' added assistant
coach Trevor Fraser. "Unfortunately
we were down by too many by then:'

The 7-3-1 Hawks now hit the
road to visit Carleton and Nipissing,
the third and fourth place teams in
the OU~s Eastern Conference, after facing first and second place last
weekend.

Laurier football coaches win OUA awards
JUSTIN FAUTEUX
SPORTS EDITOR

Last week the Ontario University
Athletics (OUA) football conference
announced its major award winners and Laurier's manager of football operations and head coach Gary
Jeffries and defensive co-ordinator
and linebackers' coach Ron Van
Moerkerke were both recognized.
Jeffries took home the Dave
"Tuff.Y" Knight award as the OUA
coach of the year - named after the
Laurier coaching legend - while Van

Moerkerke was named the province's volunteer coach of the year.
"It came as a huge surprise;' said
Jeffries.
"It's not something I've ever
thought of at all, and I'm really just
thrilled about how it reflects on the
team:'
This award marks fourth time Jeffries has been named OUA coach of
the year since becoming the Hawks'
head coach just six years ago, with
the others coming in 2003, 2004
and 2005. He also came away with
the Canadian Interuniversity Sport
(CIS) coach of the year award in

2003, his first season as Laurier's
head coach.
Despite his accolades, Jeffries
remains modest, recognizing the
many individuals who contribute to
the team's success.
"[The award] is really representative of the work of about 130 people;'
he said. "Everyone involved with our
team does an incredible job and I'm
really just accepting the award on
their behalf. It's really the ultimate
team award:'
This season, Jeffries guided the
Hawks to a 6-2 record, finishing second in the OUA despite a

turbulent season that saw numerous
injuries on both sides of the ball, including losing starting quarterback
Luke Thompson for the season in
week three.
"This season definitely had some
times when we could've gotten
down on ourselves, but we always
rebounded;' said Jeffries. "The main
thing was to stay positive and continue to believe in ourselves and
whatwedo:'
Van Moerkerke, meanwhile, was
recognized for his work running the
Hawks' outstanding defence, which
ranked near the top of the OUA in

every defensive statistical category
and boasted seven of the team's 10
provincial all-stars.
"It's tremendous to see because
he's done such a wonderful job here
for a long period of time;' said Jeffries of Van Moerkerke. "To finally
see him recognized for it is extremely special:'
Van Moerkerke, who is in his nth
season coaching with the Hawks
-sixth as defensive co-ordinator- works full-time as a teacher
at Kitchener's Eastwood Collegiate
high school and volunteers his time
to work with Laurier's football team.

